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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive evaluation was undertaken of The Man In His'

Environment (MIHE) exhibition, a large and permanent display designed to

impart to a broad cross-section of the population (high school-educated

and above) the following major points:

1. That, as a result of the limited resources of the earth, nature
has evolved systems to keep populations of organisms under
control.

2. That man is not a bystander to these systems but is an active
participant in them.

3. That man, who has much in common with other life-forms, has the
additional capacity to modify natural systems.

Thatiman's decision to modify natural systems is an ethical
decision, since any choice he makes affects hiMself and every
other living thing.

The exhibit consists of,a combination of four static displays and two

continuous loop films shown in small theaters, one on natural systems

and how they work, and one on man's disruption of those systems and

alternatives available to hjm to eliminate or minimize such disruptions.

The evaluative design called for an analysis of both knowledge and

attitudes as they relate'to-the content and objectives of the exhibit.-

TO make it possible to ascribe attitude change and learning to th exhibit

experience itself, visitors who agreed to participate were tested both

/ before and after "seeing" the exhibit. (However, the posttest group

Was not the same as the pretest group.) The pretest consisted-of a

17-item questionnaire given to approximately 150 persons 16 years and

older, selected randomly; the posttest consisted of the same questionnaire

plus a 10-question oral interview in which specific exhibit knowledge,

attitudes, likes and dislikes could be addressed, as well as determining

whether,any personal,commitment to change was made as a result of the



exhibit experience. The number of visitors in the posttest group was

comparable to the pretest group. Information on age, sex, education,

resfdence, etc., was obtained from all participants.

In addition to these test procedures, another major part of the study

consisted of the observatiOn of,the behavior of 75 randomly selected

visitors a they proceeded through the exhibit area. A detailed record

of where they stopped, how long they stopped and what they did while

stopping (talk, read, point, etc.) was unobtrusively obtained.

The salient findings of the study are as follows:

At the time the data were collected (Dec. 16, 1975 through
Jan. 9, 1976), the exhibit tended to attract a highly edu-
cated, white, young-adult/adult, mixed male and female
audience,- mostly from suburbah Chicago or out-of-town.

On the basis of the test results, this audience tended to
have most of the attitudes and many of the specific knowledges
that the exhibit is designed to impart.

College trained visitors had higher levels of knowledge before
seeing the.exhibit than "High School" and "Some High School'
groups had after seeing the exhibit. Neither sex nor age were
related to test results.

The exhibit was most effective in terms of gain in knowledge
with the group that completed high school. This is due, in
large part, to the fact that this group started at a lower
level of knowledge and had more "room for improvement."

Behavior within the exhibit varied considerably. Certain
displays attracted and held a high percentage of visitors
(e.g., films, 'sculpture), and others a very low percentage
(e.g.., sulphur cycle, concluding area)-,

Misconceptions of the-intended messages in one section of the
exhibit, "Mah, the Toolmaker," were very common.

One-third of those enter'ing the exhibit left before "seeing"
all of it (using the entrance as the e(t). Most of these
"dropouts" occurred after seeing the,first film.

Visitors who completed the entire exhi,bit rated the two films0

as the things they liked most, with the marsh very close in

these ratings.

6
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Ohe-fourth of the participants in the post-study said that
they are going to do one or more specific things in-terms of
pollution, recycling, waste, etc., as a result of seeing the
exhibit. Nineteen percent are already "doing something."
The rest (54%) do not plan to make any changes in their "way
of life."

One-fifth of the visitors who saw all:ofthe display areas
did hot retall seeing:the Paton quote. Of those who saw it,
66% could give an adequate interpretation of it; 34% could not.

Eighty percent of the participants considered the exhibit
experience to be a positive, or very positive, one.

Eighty percent of the posttest participants could state the
essence of the basic message of the exhibition.



Introduction

The notion that exhibits should "communicate," or "tell a story,"

or "have a message," or "instruct," or "have educational value," is gen-

erally well accepted in principle. Few today would deny that so-called

"interpretive exhibits" have a role to play in (at least) those museums

devoted to the naturalland physical sciences and their associated tech-

nologies. In fact, over 90% of all museum directors agreed in a survey

conducted in 1974 that a critical role of museums is "informing and

instructing the public."*

However, the implications flowing from such an instructional/educational

commitment have not been realized, nor, in fact, have they even been seriously

considered by the majority of the museum profession. Exhibits, which, after

all, are the principal points of contact between the museum and the "public,"

,
are conceiVed, planned, designed; executed and 'evaluated" without the

assistanceOf those-Who have expertise in training, educational and social

psychology; or evaluationf

The present study of a major environmental exhibition, which is now

part'of your permanent display, represents a dramatic exception to the

above generalized observation. Not only was a.,fairly comprehensive

summative evaluation of the Man In His Environment (MIHE) exhibition

carried out, but the author was invaved in a consultative capacity

in some of the early thinking and planning connected with the exhibition. In

addition, two formative evaluations were conducted by the author on critical

elements of'the exhibit before they were cast in their final configuration.

"Providing edUcatiOnal experiences for the public Was considered a\very

important purpose by the- largest percentage of museum directors (92%)."

Museums, USA, National .Endowment for the Arts, 1974, p.25./
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The correct balance between curators, designers, educators, psychologists

and evaluators has not been arrived at within the museum environment, but

the work reported on here represents one step toward defining a productive

and workable "mix." At the very least, this technical report will, hopefully,

provide evidence that the.role of the psychologist/evaluator in the museum

setting is a constructive one, not a destructive one. The findings are, in

part, critical. Furthermore, some of the negative findings could very probably

have been avoided had more attention been given to-the "educational subsystem"

during the-planning,.design and execution phases of exhibit work. But the

value of new knowledge is largely in the hands of the user, and this applies

to "negative" knoWledge as well as "positive" knowledge. Your commitment

to use the findings of this study to help in making decisions about the

kinds of modifications to be made in MIHE is clearly a positive and

constrOctive approach to the evaluative function in the museum setting.

Furthermore, such studies as this begin to provide the kind of informa-

tion and evidence that can contribute to the broader arena of a true technology

of exhibit effectiveness, one that is generalizable to all exhibits that have

a didactic function. As principles emerge, are tested and refined (or dis:-

carded), a body of knowledge can be generated that has'predictive power,.

i.e., that can say with some defined degree of certainty that if you are

trying to convey "this" idea to "that" audience by means of "these" objectls

and devices, you ought to go about it in "these" specific ways. Only by

such an accumulation of validated knowledge can exhibits cease to be ad hoc

creations, and evaluative efforts ad hoc "fixes."

A Description of the Man In His EnVironment Exhibition

For those who may read this evaluative report without having-had the

opportunity of actually seeing the exhibit, the following brief descrip-

tion is provided.

The exhibit is in a completely enclosed area, with the entrance and

exit being at opposite ends of a long, rectangular spaCe (approximately

125' x 40'). Once you enter, you are,led by a series of corridors, and in

a linear flow, to each of the six major sub-areas-of the exhibit.



The first three areas tell the story of nature and how it "works." The

diversity of nature is shown in the initial display area by means of a few

representative samplei of floya and fauna from six of the biomes that make clR

our biosphere, supplemented by large and dramatic color photographs. The
4

visitor then proceeds to a small theater showing a continuous loop film that

covers, in a basic but dramatic way, using the real world as its stage,.the

three critical natural processes that sustain all life: how the sun's

energy is used and transmitted (and partly lost) as it passes through the

food chain; how mineral nutrients are cycled and recycled through both living

and dead matter; and how animal populations are kept in balance with each
_

other as a result of natural checks such as predators, food supply, weather,

disease and their own evolved, adaptive behavior patterns. After seeing the

film, the visitor is led to a three-dimensional habitat group, simulating a

salt water marsh. Here the concepts and principles discussed in the film

can be applied to the birds, fish, animals and insects that are so convincingly

reproduced in a large, square, glassed-in case. Around this case is a "reading

rail," where questions are

encouraging the visitor to

asked relating to the various natural processes,

use the marsh to find the answers (which are also

provided so that one can see how well he did).

Leaving the marsh, the visitor is introduced.to the role of man in nature

_by a dramatic and life-Sized -sculpture, showing an early min and a lion cutting

the flesh" of a pign-but the man is using a stone tool! The tool theme is con-

tinued in a room containing three sequentially displayed artifacts-used-tO-ob------

tain food--a flint chopper, a Wooden medieval swingplow, and a modern and coMplex

steel plow. A large end panel 5hows, in a series of photos, the resources-

human, mineral and energy--needed toiproduce the modern-plow, and a quote-on-

the oppostte wall raises the questionhof who is the master--the tool or man!

A second continuous loop film called "The Choice is Ours" continues the

theme of man and his relationship to nature and her laws. Here, the visitor

is dramatically and forcefully shown the three major issues of our time:

population expansion and the over-consumption of natural resources; the con-

trol of poisonous substances that enter our air and water (and bodies); and



our traditional social institutions and their inability to adapt to the

pressing need for basic changes in our way of life. The film combines the

grave dangers facing man with the hope of alternatives. There are alterna-

tives but they are difficult to accept. Can we and our institutions reshape

our lives ,and our social systems so that we will be in balance with nature?

Th-e film suggests that we can, but that timels short and the task a very

large and difficult one.

-The final area of the exhibit is called "Message From Other Cultures"

and indicates, by means of three objects and label copy, that other, more

"primitive," cultures have managed to live in balance with their environment7-

and leaves the visitor to contemplate on how successfully we will learn to do

the same, and perhaps ;what role each of us might personally play in this effort.

In many places throughout the exhibit area is reproduced the now famous

quote from Cry, The Beloved Conntry,by Alan Paton:

Keep it,
-guard it,
Caise for it,

for it keeps men,
guards men,
cares for men.
Destroy it
and man is destroyed.

. Study Design

The evaluative study was divided into two sUb-studies. One was designed

to obtain a variety of information directly from visitors, in the form of

interviews and questionnaires. Knowledge gain and attitude change produced

by, and consistent with, the goals and objectives of the exHibit, were the

primary targets of this phase/of the study.

The second sub-study was designed'to obtain observational data from

visitors as they went-through the exhibit. Where they Went, what theyAidi

and hoW long they-took doing it, werethe essential-elements of this part.

11
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of the effort. Demographic data were also obtained ft-Pm all participants

in the study.

The parameters of the study were."fixed" to'some extent by both bUdget

and "real world" considerations, a situation not at all atypical of field

research in general. A museum vi-sitor ft-not a rat in a maze. His or her .

life space can be violated only to a limited extent by the needs of the

evaluator. They did not come to the museum tp be tested and interyiewed.

Fortunately, most visitors are willing to make a rmall investment of:-.10 or

15 minutes in the cause of "science," and will usually agree to participate.

The plan for the information/attitude phase of the study .called,for a

,pre- post-design, "using" one set of visitors for the pretest and a differ-
,

brit set for the posttest. Following a random selection procedure, ne goal

was to obtain the participation of 150 pre- and 150 post7viSitors. In

actuality, int&views were conducted and questiOnnaires completed on 158 pre-
) -

and 157 post-visitOrs. (A very small rate of attritioa occurred as 'a result

of incomplete or unusable forms, but jn only one category was the total less

t'llan 150, and that total was 149.) '

As was-planned,, observation data were obtained on 75 visitors, again

selected randomly. ,One observational data form was uninterpretable, so

that, for some analyses, the total number of observations is equal to 74.

Demographic Data

Table 1 shows the way in which the pre, post, and, refusal groups of

visitors broke down by the yarious demo\ graphic categories on which'informa-

tion was obtained. Pre and poSt visitors were, asked to indicate their as-ge

education, etc. Those who refused to participate were not asked these ques-

tions, but estimates of their ages were made. (Sex was determined visually,

and should be fairly accurate!)

As would be expected on the basis of the random selection procedure

used, not all demographic categories are equally represented. However, the

"mix" obtained should be an accurate representation of at least the MIHE



Demo ea

/ Table 1

c Data , Pre- and Posttest Sam

-a

AGE

20-29

30-3

40-4

'50+

Total

SEX

Pretest
Partici ants

N %

.19 12 :

66 42

337 21,

22 14

18 11'

,1 58 100

82 52,,

Female 76 48

Total '158 _ 100

RACE
737ck

Whi te

Spanish

Other

Total

7 5

149 . 94

0

1

1001,58

LOCATION
Chicago

Suburban

Other 78,

Total -158

6 , 4

150 95.5

.5

0 - 0

'157 100

.7 6

58

174, -14

120 100'

Posttest ,Pretest Posttest
Partici 'ants Refusal s Refusal s

N % N % N %

21 13

62 40

43 27

14 9

17 11

157 100

22 36 48

,} 25 41 38 32

12 20

61 100

Male 87 55 18 30 48 40

70 45 43 70 72 60

157 .100 61 100 120 100

'44, 28:

38' 24

75 48

157 100

0

12 7.6

21 13.3

37 23.75

.'55 35

23 14.6

5.7

157 100

79%

,'

64%

22

29 ,

49

100

-EDUCATION
Elementary 1 . 6

Some-High School 7 4.4

Completed H.S. 17 10.7

Some Col 1 ege 55 34.8"

37 23.4

28 17.7

13 8.2

158 100
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visitors froMlage 16 and above (16 being the lower limit of thedesired

,-sample), and/',
ptissiblyof.thigeneral Field Museum.visitorsas well.

This raises an important question a fhP leralizability of these

data, which would depend-on the exter IE visitors came speci-

fically to see that exhibit who woul he , have visited the

museum. Based on the anSwers to the gig:soon "Why did you come to this

exhibit?", only a very small percentage indicated that they came specifically

to see MINE. Most "just happened to see it" or "saw the signs in the

/ 'entrance area."',This is not to say that there is not a differential attrac-

tion exerted by different exhibits once the visitor enters the buil,ding.

The surOrisin high educational level of the MIHE visitor' suggests that

some such fa tor may well be operating! However, in the abSence of a

longitudinal survey of the museum visitor in general, one can only speculate

'bn the relationship between the MIHE visitor Ind the Field Museum visitor.

The time the study was conducted may also play.a role in determining the

"mix" of people obtained. The Christmas/New Year period during which the

study was conducted may not be typical of other seasons of the year. Available

information on mOnthly attendance is not divided into the same categories use

in this study, and is thus of no value in making such comparisons.

\,

Table 2 presents the "refusal" data and provides a brief interpretation

of the results. It should be noted that while the refusal rate Was fairly

high, especially (and understandably) for the posttest group, there were no

incidents or displays of anger of arq; kind. Ninety-seven percent of those

who refused gave "time" or "with children/group" as the problem. (Inter:-,

viewers were Xrained to be very permi sive and to accept "no" gracefully and

without attempting to pressure or "s 11" people on participating.) The

higher refusal rate for women is believed to be due to the fact,that they

m9re-14ely to be with children or with groups. (Of the 11 "singles"

in the observation study, only two were female.)

/.

\
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The "picture" presented by Tables 1 and 2 of (at least) the typical

MIHE visitor is quite clear. The person is a young adult, 20 to 39 years
,

1

of age; ,is white; is in, or has been to, college; is somewhat more likely to

be female; and is 'much more likely to be from suburban Chicago or out-Of-town

than from Chicago proper. Perhaps the most dramatic finding has to do with

the educational lei el:Ofithe typical MIHE visitor. Eighty-four percent of

the pretest group /and 79% of the posttest group had at least some college

experience. FiftY-two percent of both groups L ,ouined had college degrees,

7% of then Ph.D.s!

\

The above information on the MIHE visitor is of particular interest
\ ,

.
when considered in the context of the "target audience" that the museum in

general, and PiIHE1in particular, has defined for itself. The MIHE message

was intended to be "delivered" to a wide and representative audience of the,

Tabl e 2

Refusal, Data aniT

Total number of ifisitors approached and tested by sex:

Approached

Pretest
100 119

' 45% 65%

Posttest N
134 143

48%

Telal females 'approached = 262
Toial males approached = 234

TOTAL
./

Preteit refusal rate = 28%
Posttest .refusal rate = 43%'.

Average rate = 36%
/

.Male refusal rate =, 28%

Female refusal' rate = 44%

Tested

F

76

52% 48%7

;86 71 .

55%' 45%

rir Ylt,4

More females than males attended exhibit (based on approach data--262 vs. 234)
but more males tested becauSe of higher female refusal rate.



Chicago area, high school-educated and abo've,',but particularlyito those

who are most-likely to "need" it (i.d.,.those WhONare.responslbje for

consUming,mOst of.the energY and mineral resOurces7-Middle'andUpperf

incOmeSubUrban families:-And those who are.ieast likely te) know aboUt,

or believe in, the message--lower income, inner city families). Based

on'the data shown above, and the knowledge/attitude results reported on

below, the reader can judge whether or.not the intended target audiences

are being reached, and to tilt' extent they are, whether or not MIHE is

having its intended imPP ,hpm.*

StUdy,InstruMents and Forms

'The nature ofthe study.can:best be seen by reviewing the various forMs:

uSed. A,cOmpl.ete set%is contained iR Appendix..A. 'A brjef comMent:op each
. ,

follows.

Posttest visitors could be asked to comment on the exhibit itself,

=-while pretest visitors, of course, could not. To avoid problems connected

with the variability in writing skills among different educational groups,

those posttest,materials dealing with reactions to, and feelings ,about, the

exhibit per se were, covered by meahs of a structured oral interview. The

interview items are shown in A-1. Since the total time for completing all

materials was not to exCeed 10 or 15 minutes, the items were ,cho'sen to

represent only those considered most useful and critical to the/study.

Interviewers wrote the answers down on the form shown in A-2 and A-3.

A quote from,Museums USA: A Survey Report (1974), is appropriate4n,this

context: "Museum attendance is one element in determining*w well museums

are meeting their obigations to the public, but there is little hard data

availablon actual attendance levels. The implication of "this lack Of

accurate data\ is serious. Accurate-data, both in.te s of attendance

size and composition, can provide the basis on which bette , more'effective

exhibitions and programs can be designed._ One might assunje that far too

often exhibitions are designed with an audience in mind w ich may bear only

a margimal relati,onshv to the museum's actual,audi'ence." (p. 127) Italics



They were trained to' write the visitors! opening remarks to each item in

fairly comylete for6 and to "capture the essence" of their overall answers.

They all appeared to do an excellent job of getting the essential informa-

tion recorded accurately. The scoring form used to score the results of

the posttest oral interviews is -shown in A-4.

Both the pre-,and posttest visitors were given the questionnaire shown

in B-1 through B-4. All comparisons made between the pre- and post7groups

were made n, ,rf the results of the anu4ys1s of this questionnaire.

It is desiy, u covLr both attitude and informational items, all drawn

from an examination of the objectives of MINE -as previously defined by Field

MuSeuth/persOnneT.

,

The firstjiage of the questionnaire 'contains a semantic differential
,

item deSigned to measure attitudes toward nature. The remaining pages

of the questionnaire contain items related to various specific areas and

goals of the exhibit. That is, items'7, 8, 9, 11, and 12 are related to

the first, theater and the MarSh, and items 1, 4, 5, 10, 13 and 14.to the

secdnd theater and the Toolmaker area. 'Items 2, 15, and 16 are related to

the second film, but in the 7cOntext of a comthitment to "beirig involved" and

the notion that a change in lope's own lifestyle is appropriate and/or

necessary: Items 3 and 6 deal with the broader issues of the need for

social change.

-ftem C-1 and C-2 in Appendix A is the form on which was recorded the

various visitor demographic information and, other data pertinent to the study.

,

Similarly, Item D is the form
/
on which such information was recorded for

Ahtise visitors whose behavior was being observed. (Almost no one appeared
!O.

to _know that they'Vkre being "followed" through the exhibit. The two or

three who did seem to notice it were not vislb disturbed.)

IteM is the forth that was Completed for allthose who-were approached/

for participatiOn in:the study'but,WhoA cl,ihed to do s'o.



, directed in their day-to-day work by two senior people, at least one of whom
was with them at all times. All forms were checked upon completion and

,

, .

missing data, and/or ambiguities were cleared ,up or the form discarded.
Interviews were conducted 'and observational data obtained on both week-

;\days and weekendS over a period of three eeks in late December 1975 and"

f-' \

I

Item F is the general instruction
\

\sheet for interviewers. All inter-
vi.ewers were college people, most with course work in psychology and mea-

,

surement. They were trained/by the author over a period of two days and

early January 1976.

The remaining portion of-Appendix A iconsists of the fonns used to..\ / ; 1 , -.:,'..,. , , .:

collect the visitor obserVatiOnal:clata. eeAtems ,of information were

oktained at each sub-area ofr-the'"e*lift opRed at by th'e 61.54ervee, (1) the
, ..

or r of theStop (1st,. ha-t7was-dcf1ieitthe- stop

(e.g.sk .read; look,: pofht ;.;eitclic:Anci, , , arplant 'of tfime _spent a f that, par--,
ticular location. Summa.r$:tifrii for acli:',..a...i,.ea7were also recorded"; as w_ell

.: i

as the oVeraAT, time in '. tie.;.-extifbi t .:. .(-,Tfie fgmbers wri,tten .in on these forMs'

at each location are for identifickfibn:i5urpo,teS, ,i.,fewi1.1:'-' be usedHlaten 'ill'

tii,is report when the results Of the observation st94"---iie ,discUss,

\-
Results from the information/attitude/phase-of-the-S-tudy- will be

reported-on first, .folfowed By those'obta/ined from the obserYational- study.

Pre/Post Questionnaire Results

Both the semantic differential and the questiornaire itemS provide

the opportunity to look at differences 'between those visitors who had not

seen the exhibit and those who had seen it., Each of the items on these'.
'forms was given a numerical value that corresponds to the various choices

proyided for the item (i.e.', Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, Strongly

Disagree on the questionnaire', and 'the five intervals provided on.the

semantic differential form). The value given is related to' the appropri-
ateness or correctness of the answer. Thus, on the semantic differential,

A. 8
14



those Who thought of nature as being "Valuale" were given a higher score

than those who thought of nature as "Not Valuable," (see Appendix, B-1).
(

Similarly,, those who "Strongly Agree" that "We can continue for many years

to come to,use the earth's resources the way we have without running into

a serious proble" (Item 1, B-2); would be given a lower 5core than those

who "Disagree" or "Strongly Disagree."

For.stati tical purposes it is aSsumed that the values given to the

four .adjacent nswer categories are of equal distance from each other

(referred.to as interval data). Thus, the psychological distance between

gree"arld "St ongly,Agree" is assumed to be the same as the distance

etween: ,tsg!ree" or "Strongly Disagree." Based on this assrpiion, para-

nietric statistics can be usedon these data.*

pre.-:;and pOst-questiOnnaire items were ScOred.,,.and.a tota score':

coMputed Tf,or each participant. These total scores were then eX'amined to

determine which of the various, possible demographic variables'would provide

the most meaningful way of looking at the data. For example, age grouping

might be .;ensitive to wiations in the scores, or possibly,sex differences.

There were, tn fact, "sex" differences and there were "age" differences

'whenthese VO-lables were -160ked at alone. However, when looked at along'

With eld'uCitIani'tSeSediffereriCes disappeared. Educational differences

egardless of the manipulation/of sex and age variables'.

%Therefore,- all anallySes of pre/post datawere,Subdivided only in terms of
,

Cat' 1 feVel .

.
One may arguefthat thei-categories of,po sible answers are more ordinal
(1st, 2nd,-.3-4th) 'than interval. They are probably between the two,
that is, interval within either of the two agree'and disagrees answers, and
ordinal betweenthe agree add disagree, answers. However,lit tias-been shown
that:theresearCher is usually on safe'grOunds when he applies parametric
tests to ordinal or interval data.' (Educational Statistics, W. James

,.Popham.,,lggv/p. M.) ','



The most fundamental question relating to the study is, "Do those

who visit the exhibit experience a significant change in their knowledge

of, and/or attitudes toward, the environment and man's r le in that envir-

onment, such change being consistent with the goals and bjectives as defined

by those responsible for the exhibit?" This question can be most directly

and generally answered by looking at overall pretest sc res in comparison

, with overall posttest scores. This is done in Table 3.1 First, it should

be noted that the table is designed to show pre and post scores by educa-

tional group and bS, type of test. A test of the statisftical significance

of each of the differenCes between pre and post scoresiwas carrie'

(using a one-tailed t test).-This analysis revealed only one comparison

that is significant at > .05--the actual p value is .02. Such2.a confi-

dence 1eve0 indicates that in only two times out of 100 would a finding

Of this magnitude be .obtained by chance from the same two comparisons.*,

The group for.which this'-finding was obtained is the "completed high:

schoby sample for:::,themultiple.choite itemS, showing an increase on the§e_

items from a mean score of 7.6 to a mean score of 10.8 (maximum score=25).

This is an encouraging finding, since it, Sug'gests that the exh9Ot is

capable of making a small but significant (statistical)y) difference in this

.relatively uninforMed group. This was not the case, however, with an even

less informed group, the "some nigh school" sample. They started laWer than

the high school group (6.4 vs. 7.6) but failed to show any improvement--in

fact their average posttest score is lower by 1.8 points. (The very small

sample for the "some high school" group makes it difficult to drawl meaningful

conclusiOns. In any case, one cannot prove the null hypothesis, only reject

it. 'This caveat applies to the other stroll sample groups,-e.g., the Ph.D.

-c,
sample.)

'Traditional'usage has established .05 as the upper p value in order for a
difference to be significant, and on the basis of which the null hypothesjs

can be rejected.
0
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Table 3

Pre- a d Posttest Summary Scores by Education

Educational
Level

Semantic
Differential*

Multiple
Choice Items**

Ph.D. Pre 8.1 (N=13) 14.8 (N=11)
Post 9.6 (N= 9) 15.0 (N= 9)

Pre 10.1 (N=27) 14.3 (N. '5)

Post 10.2 (N=2" 16.1 (N=23)

Pre 10.4 (N=36) 13.4 (N=37)

Post,
/

,

10.0 (N=55) 15.0 (N=55)

Some College Pre 9.6 (N=54) 12.7 (N=52)

/ Post 10.3 (N=37) 13.7 (N=35)

CoMpieted High
/ School Pre 9.4 (N=16) 7.6 (N=17)

'Post 8.2 (N=18) 10.8 (N=18)***

Some High School Pre 8.5 (N= 6) 6.4 (N= 7)
, Post 8.3 (N=12) 4.620=12)

Average Pre 9.4 (N=152) 11.5 (N=149)

Post 9.5 (N=154) 12.5 (N=152)

/
:*Makimum sCore=14
**MaxiMumiScore25
'rknifference.significant a .02 level

/

'

0ther interesting charicteristics of the findings shown in table 3 are

the graduall,y iflcreasing scores as the educational level increaes on the

multiple choice items. This is also true oR the semantic differential test

up'_through the BA level. It is worth noting that of the 12 comparisons

made betweea pre and post, 8 of thwJare in a positive direction, dad only

4 in a negative direction, 3 of the latter being in the semantic differen-

tial test.



Finally, the very small pre-and post-difference in the overall averages

for the two tests should be noted. On the basis of these close and non-

significant average scores, one would have to say that, selected randomly

from age 16 and above, the safest prediction to make 'I be that- thore

would be no real change in either at4 de or knowledyL a rPc nf

seeing the entire exhibit. CoriL one wanted to pick a group

that would show significant change, one would pick those who had com-

pleted high school but had no college education. Unfortunately, the

latter group does not appear to be,attracted to the exhibit in very

large numbers, accounting, as they!do, for only 12% of the total of all

partic-ipants in the study. (Useful comparison figures would be the per-

centage of high school graduates in the city of Chicago.prOperand in the

metropolitan area.)

To provide a more detailed and diagnostic look at pre/post performance

on the multiple choice items on the questionnaire, a different approach

was taken to the data. For, this purpose, the,percentage of individuals who

answered an item in accordance with the objectives of the exhibit were

computed._ To avoid_ complications of distinguishing between an "Agree" /

answer and a "Strongly Agree" answer, these two categories were aggregated.

That is, if the best answer was "Strongly Agree," and 20% of the visitOrs

gave that answer, but 10% also said."Agree," it was computed as "30% /

correct." Naturally, the same technique was used for "Disagree" and

"Strongly Disagree." This provides a somewhat less precise measure Of

performance than that obtained by using differential weightslfor eac/h

response (as done in Table 3), but gives the "benefit of the doubts/ to

those who at least answered in the right direction. Furthermore, each

item was 1ooke4 at separately, so that one could say what percentage of

< pre- and post-visitors answered a specific item correctly. Finally, for

. this analysis, items Were grouped together according to their relationship

to the content of the various areas of the exhibit,-and to the /overall

-objectives of the exhibit. ,

The final qualification is not.trivial--36% of those who entered the exhibit

did not "see,it all" and exited through the entrance, based on the 75 visi-

tors studied in the Observation phase of work. .All those who took the

posttest did at least walk through the entire exhibit.



Table 4 nr( nqo .(.I.ta. A good 1 of info,- tion can be obtained

froni this tabl ov 'f the items th 5 would be iiklpful in inter-

preting these findin,--,d,. ,pendix A, A-6 through A-8.) Td help the

reader, several "cells" will be discussed in detail.
N

.The upper left entry-,s,hows that 100% of those visitors with a Ph.D.

got the correct answers on item 7 prior to seeing the exhibit. This item

has-to do with the finite resources of the earth, and is a point that is

covered specifically in the first film, reinforced in the Marsh, and refl

one of the major infOrmational objectives of the exhibit. The cell imme-

diately below shows that 89% of the Ph.D.s who.had seen the exhibit got

this item correct. (Again, the reader is cautioned that the small number

of people in the Ph.D. category makes the percentage differences appear

abnormally large. Eighty-nine percent of 9=8, so that, in effect, one post-

Ph.D. missed item 7.)

ects

;.

Looking down the first column, one can see how other educattonal gr'pups

did on this item. In general, the college group Aid very well on this sub-

ject on the pretest, leaving little room for improvement on the posttest.

The "high school" group, hoWever, did less well, and showed a sizable gain.

The "some high school" pretest group also did relatively poorly on this
.

.item, but did even.less well.on the posttest:. (Again,:the small N--number

of subjects--magnifieS the percent.difference.)*.

I

*It should be noted that the Ns for these analyses (Table 4) are slightly

higher for some groups than they were as shown in Table 3. This is because

missingdata in the latter case invalidated an individual total score) and it

was not used. Thus, two pre-Ph.D.s failed to respond to some of the items

and the total N=11 for this group in Table 3. But since'all the pre-Ph.D,s

answered most items, the tota) N=13 in Table 4. Where items responses were

missing, the denominatOr for the calculation of % would be the actual number

answering that item, not the group total.

23*
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Table 4

Questionnaire Item Results, Pre and Post', Asilbey,Relati' to Exhibit Content apd Goalsl'by Educational Groups

Film 1 & Marsh

Items

11 '12 1

Film

.

2 & Toolmaker

items

13 14

Personal

Copinitment

4 InY11117t

2 15 16

Need for

Social

Cillat::s

3 6

ASvuerr:alge for

All Items8 9 5 10

-----(N=13 Pre 100* 69 92 90 83 10 85 85 46 100 85 100 . 100 92 85 61 84,1

11: 9 Post , 89 78 89 71 78 89 89 100 33 100 78 100 78 100 78 100 83,3

WI

N=28 Pre 93 54 79 88 81 96 93 93 46 100 70 79 92 93 89 '89 78,4

96 , 61 83 91 96 100 100 100 50 87 77 96. 91 96 95 87 87.2

BA ,

(N=37) Pre .100 54 84 56 89 95 97 89 41 97 62 83 83 95 86 78 81,6

SN=55) Post 91 65 83 85 96 96 94 89 54 95 89 78 85 91 79 88 84.1

ScImille'e. 1

55)- Pre 89 51 65 77 96 93 96 84 29 95 64 84 87 87 84 87 78.0

N=37, Post 89 58' 70 91 92 95 97 92 50 92 78 84 75 84 89 16 80.9

H h School

N(:i'1 Pre 69 53 41 64 82 88 88 82 29 82 65 65 69 82 47 82 66.9 ,

N=21 Post , 86 52 55 80 75 86 95 76 33 86 '38 71 80 81 76 91 71,7

SomeHihSchool
,

,

: re 71 71 43 71 143 86 100 11 43 71 43 57 86 57 43 86 65.2

1=12 Post , 58 8 42 83 83 84 83 75 50 41 33 75 50 75 58 '92 61.9

,

Avera e Pre Score 88.6** 53.8 70.3 65.8 2.3 93.0 93.7 85,4 36.7 93.7 64.5 80.4 81 0 86 7 78.5 82,3

Avera.e Post Score 81.9 57.3 80,3 81,5 8.5 93.6 94 9 :9,2 47.1 87 9 7.0 7 82 2 9 0 :7 3 81.0 86.0

Differentia Score
-.7 +3.5 + 0 + 5. 4.2 +., + +3.: + 0,, . .: +8. +1.8 - 0 +.6

*Percentage of visitors answering items in a manner consistent with the objectives of the exhibit.

**Averages are cOmputed on basis of all individual scores and not an the average of the group scores. The latter procedure would

give disOoportionate weight to small groups like "Some High School."



The three bottom rows of Table 4 provide a summary of performance on

each item by all groups. It is important to note the average pretest score

before interpreting the difference score,,since the actual change is influ-
,

enced by the possible change. The average pretest score of 88.6% for item

7, for example, leaves little room for improvement.

The last column on the right side of the table summarizes the performance

f the different educational groups on all items, pre and post.

In interpreting these data, a-look at the items, individually and as

groups, indicates how well the exhibit conveyed its primaryi-objectives to

_the various educational groups. Item 7 has been discussed and, in general,

represents a type of item that could be characterized as "already known"

(89% correct on the pretest). -This,could also,:be Said of item 12 (82%),

which is more surprising since it is -somewhat technical compared to item 7.

However, considerable gain was shown on item 12 (6.2%), primarily because of

the.dramatic gain of the "some high school" group on this item (43% to 83%).

While one would like to attribute this gain to the exhibit, the small N

makes this a questionable assumption.

Item 9 is :intermediatejrithe "already known" dategory (70% average-on

the pretest).- It blso'showsthe.second highetaverage gariT01 thigroup,

of items (10%).

Item 11 shows the highest gain (15.7%). It appears to be true that

the exhibit does, in fact, "teach" this point to about half of thOse who

don't already know it. (That is, since-65.8 already know it, approximately

34% more could have learned it, but in fact., only 15.7% did.)

The opportunity to."teach" was most dramatic in this group for item

3; concerning the loSs of energy from the sun. Only 53%8% of thoSe entering

the exhibit obtained the correct answer, and thus there.was considerable

"room for improvement." However, very little improvement waS shown (3.5%).

One would have to conclude that the point is not adequately conveyed by

the exhibit.
..1..
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The second group of items can be looked at in a similar way. Items

1, 4, 5, and 13 have high ;1already known" scores. Three of these have

very low gain scores (1, 4, & 5). Item 13, however, actually shows a fairly

sizable loss, accounted for by decreased post scores in the MA group, BA

group, some college group and some high school group, but particularly the

latter. It is possible that the item itself is ambiguous Dr misleading in

the-Isense that labor-saving devices (technology) decrease man's need for

energj (less work to do). However, this interpretation seems much more

involVed and abstract than what appears to be the more direct and Obvious

interpretation.' In any case,,one ought to assume that this negative

finding is, ex4ibit-related and proceed accordingly to look for possible

reasons.

Item 4 is interesting in the sense that the Ph.D. group scored the

poorest-,of all on the pretest! In fact, 1 ,"Agreee and 1 "Strongly Agreed"

that,population growth is not' going to be a serious problem in the future.

In contrast, all of the "some high school" group thought that it was going

to be a serious problem.

Item 14 was in the middle of the "already known" items. About 36%

of the visitors missed it on the pretest and 29% on the posttest. This

item,is somewhat abstract in terms of exhibit content and it is 'not sur-

prising that it was missed by about 1/3 of the visitors, pre and post.

However, the BA and "some college" groups did very well in terms of gain

orl.this item.

The item ouA of this group creating the greatest difficulties for the

visitor was item 10, an agpstrac and difficult statement drawing from idea3

contained in both the second filn and the Toolmaker area. It represents an

opportunity to show that a'clear r understanding had been achieved of the

penalties involved in man's inte ference with nature. While there was, in

fact, a 10:4% gain on this item (i.e., 10.4% more of the posttest group

than the..pretest group did not agree that man's ability to manipulate the

natural world is One of "man.'s supreme accomplishments"),- it realized less

2 ri
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of its tia1 for absolute gain than any other item (except those that .

have a 1o5s, Pre to_post). However, since it is an item that even well-

qualified ecologists and environmentalists tend to agree with, its relatively

poor showing is not surprising.

Tbe next two groups of items involve concepts that are derivatives

of the' exnibit mesSage per se. The notion that the individual viewer

must become:involved in the'effort to reduce the misuse of natural

resources, reduce pollution, etc. (items 2, 15, and 16) is not made expli-

-citly, 1?ut the idea is, in many ways, the "bottom line" of all of the

other objectives of'the exhibit:: Unfortunately, it is not possible to

determine this point to.any great extent because over 80% of the visitors

in'the sarliple al ntKly. expressed such a concern and commitment (on a verbal

level, of. cot&se). Nevertheless, out of the group Of 20 visitors of each

100 whO could have been influenced, very Jew were. Perhaps commitments of

this sdrl'are-not-generated in a matter of minutes, regardless of the

strength of the message, On the other hand, a more expliCit statement with

regard to the individual and what he.could do might show mOre positive

resu1t5. (Several comments to that effect were made by visitors in the

oral portion of the post interview.)

Tfie last group of two items (3 and 6) are meant 6 tap the more

social and long-range implications of man's abuse of nature. This message

has alreadY been de4vered to 80% of the college visitors prior to their

attending the exhibit and relatively 'few of the non-converts in these groups

usee the light as a result of the exhibit experience. However, in the high

school and some high school groups; sizable gain scores were realized.

/ ;Finally, the last column of Table 4 summarizes the findings aCroSs

ail IteMslOr each educatiOnaT,group. There is an alMoSt perfect:correla-

tion btween tb educational levei of the visitor and. the avera.ge s(Ore on

.:tne.preeyt, leh ing sPme credenceAo thenotion that the.eduCational

2, 8
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background of the visitor is a major determinant of his knowledge/attitu

in the environmental/ecological domain. Not all groups, however, showed

equal gains in scores, and two of them at the extreme ends, in fact, showed

a loSs; Ph.D. and "some high school"! While the losses are small, they

reflect what could be two very speculative generalizations based on the

sMall samples:(1) at the Ph.D. level there is relatively little room for

new learning in the area of concern, and (2) at the "below high school"

level there is little interest in learning, or ability to learn, new things

:in those areas. While"the latter groUp was not a primary target audience

for MINE, it deserves your careful attention in terms of the achievement

of positive learning and attitude change by means of such interpretive',

.,exhibits, for their potential for 'growth" appears to be sizable (again,

based on the admittedly small numbers of them in this study). But it is

those small numbers that preSent the second part,of the problem.as'well as

a dilemma'. If the less well, educated.do not,come to the museum bedause they,

find little that they can understand or that interests them, anct if the

exhibits,are not designed to appeal to this group becduse they do not come

to the museum, then a self-defeating, and self-fulfilling cycle has been

established. Data such as are presented here can, Perhaps, provide the

documentation needed to break the cycle.

Another way of looking at the data in Table 4 is to consi,der only the

'direction of change rather than the amount of change. Whtle a less sepsi-

tive measure, it does indicate more'clearly basic trends in the data. Since,

as noted, positive change is difficult to achieve when pretest scores are

high, onlythose pretest Scores below 80% were included in this directional

.analysis. Also, the items looked:at were confined to those dealing with

factual information. The results are shown in Table S.

It is clear from this analysts that the direction of .change for all

educational groups except "soffe high school," and PhD, is predominantly

in a positive direction. Also, the combined pre- and posttest scores showed'

that all changes were positive. A simple,Sign Test on these data shows that

the combined differences for the MA, BA, Some College, and High School

groups are significant at the .01 level:
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Table 5

Direction of Change for Factual Items With
.PretestScore Below 80%

7 8 9 11

Items
12 ,1 4 5 10 13 14

No.

Plus
No.

Minus

PhD NA* + NA NA NA NA NA NA - NA Nk 1 1

MA NA . + + NA NA_ NA NA NA + NA + 4 0

BA NA + NA + NA NA NA NA '+ NA 4-- 4 0

Some College NA +. + + NA NA NA NA + NA + 5 0

High School + + + NA NA NA NA + NA 4 2

Some H. School - + + NA NA + + 4 5

Total Sample NA, + 4- NA NA NA
0

NA + NA + 5

*Pretest,score above 80%, so not applicable to this analysis.

To complete the discussion of the pre- post-questionnaire, a graphic

presentation of the semantic differential data is presented in Table 6.

While Table 3 presented'the computed scores basedrop assigned weights to

each response category, Table 6 shows where each educat'onal group falls

on the semantic differential scale-itself, with +2 representing the most

positive side of the adjective pairs, and -2 representing the most nega-

tive. -It is obvious that the overall attiiude toward nature of those

visitors who,have not yet seen the exhibit\is quite high, and that rela-

tively little change is possible as a result of seeing the exhibit. While

none of the differences is significant, three of six comparisons are in al.
,

positive direction, two in a negative, and one shows no change.

One item tended to account for a disproportionate share of the nega ive
, I

scores on the semantic differential and that had to do 'with the concept f a

limited nature. Fifty-three percent of the pretest group and 56% of th

posttest group thought of nature as "unlimited."
1

Also, the higher educ tional

levels tended to be less positive about concepts such as living--dead,ad4

'beautiful--ugly. A Slight drop'is noted in this latter-diMensiontetWeen

pi-e- and post-groups. Nine percent:feWer visitors in the posttestAroup



Table 6

Attitudes Toward Nature, Pre and Post by Educational 'Grouping

Negative _ Neutral

Ph.D. -2 -1.5 -1 -.5 . 0 +.5 +1

Positive

+1.5 +2

Pre Si 1611 MUM nal Es 6111 Es Mil Sall MI IMM 111 MI ME AU mal all MGM

Post ma mum me ammo am mm mo mo mo=mit im um ma ta mina
MA .

Pre.. nem rim um am ma ma am am ma ma mummo me me wasim um wain up tim. ma rm.

Post Rm. nun sm Kamm me. imma ma is pi me gm ma ma ma win =Jar; mi

BA

P re

Post mm mow em Rs ma on ma mm sm ma um ram mm IR ma ow gm ommi

ISM Min WE MN UM NNW in IF rilin lin Wie Ill 1111 mum mo

Some Col lege;

15r e ma rim ms mo moMI KU Ell NE III MI as in so ma so ma ms um offs om momm

mm gm mu rat gm IN ms mu mo am mm mu ms am' wm am am mo ma

4,

Post

High School

P r é ma meMe NI MI IMIIM MOM MO MN MI MI Ma MO IMI MEM BM NM IM Mil ME III

Post NMElltaa' IN 11111111111111 MEM Ell MINIM MI fill MO lia lal EN In Et

Some' High
. School

pre ES 1111 NO a SW RIB NI EN MUM IN MB NMIsum en smi rm Eno IN strna

Post MIUM NMI NB BM 11111415111 MIMill Mil VA EN 11/.11 lin Ell MI ISM ON MI MB

. I
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felt that nature was "beautiful." (It was considered possible that the

first film might create-in visitors an aversive response_toward "nature,"
-

since it showed animals attacking and eating each other, decayed matter

being eaten by crabs, etc.., but, if so, it was-reflected in the scores of

only a few people on'the directly relevant items.)

Oral Interview Results

The oral interview items providena fairly direct and uncontaminated

picture of what the visitor "thinks" and how he "feels" about the exhibit

experience. There are, tiOwever, four sources of difficulties with such

information. First, it depends-on the "articulateness" of the visitor,

and thus biases the results along this dimensiori (which is probably highly

correlated with educational level): Second, it depends on the ability of

the interviewer to _accurately record the responses.. Third, the quantifi-

cation of the responses is a judgmental task, even,though categories are

defined and weights assigned to them by careful comparison of response and

category. Fourth, therdare no external bases for comparisons of responses

since the items-are all exhibit-related. (Internal comparisons betwden

groups are, of course, possible.)

-.These problems notwithstanding, fne oral interview responses provide

a rich source of informatitn, some quantitative and some qualitative. The

quantitative analysis is presented below, with its interpretation aided

by.the qualitative material.(Sample and/or particularly interesting quo.=.

tations from actual visitor responses are contained in Appendix B. The

reader is encouraged to examine thesejn the context of the.material to

follow. The Appendix is organized by educational level and by ttem number.)

.
Table 7.preEents_theresu1ts 0 the analysis of the tral interview

information:, ttr items 9 and 10 which;a're.looked. at .s.e.parately.

Results'are.-shownterms of.the number,and percent of coded resPonses. to'
,

each item,..by educatIonal grotp. It is pOssiblefrom this table to see
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Tabl e 7

Individual Responses to Interview
Items by Educational Grouping

I tems

and
RespOnse
Ca tegori es

Ph.D.

Some

Some High Hi gh
MA BA Col 1 ege School School Summary

% N I % N % N % N I % N I % N % N

1. 5 11 1 39 9 15 8 11 4 19 4 3 4 19 30

4 57 6 12 58 32 68 25 57 12 50 6 59 93

3 22 2 9 2... 16 9 16 6 14 3 17 2 15 24

2 0 0 0 0 5 3 5 2 0 0 0 0 3 5

1 0. 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 10 2 0 0 3 5

2. 5 22 2 4 1- 5 3 16 6 5 1 8 1 9 14

4 56 5 83 19 82 45 57 21 52 11 58 7 69' 108

3 11 1 13 3 11 6 19 7 19 4 25 3 15 24

2 0 0 .:0 0 0 0 8 3 14 3 8 1 4 7

1 11 1 0 0, 2. 1 0 0 10 2 0 0 3 4

3. 3 11 1 4 1 0 0 11 4 14 17 2 7 ; 11

2 22 2 13 3 31 17 19 7 10 0 . 0 20 31

1 56 5 65 . 15 45 25 43 16 71 15 75 9 54 '85

3a 11 1 17 4 24 13 27 10 5 1 8 1 19 30

4 . 5 22 2 17 4 2 1 22 8 0 0 8 1 10 16

4 67 6 78 18 74 41 43 16 48 10 50 6 62 97

3 11 1 0 .0 . 11 6 19 '7 24 5 33 4 15 . 23

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 14 3 0 0 3 4

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5- 1 0 0 1 1

-0 0 0 4 1 13 7 13 5 9 2 8 1 10 16

5. 5 22 2 9 2 4 2 8 3 0 0 8 1 6 10

4 44 4 52 12 62 34 38 14 48 10 50 6 51 80

3 11 1 17 4 14 8 19 7 19 4 25 3 17 27

2 11 1 4 1 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 3 4

1 11 1 0 0 4 2 0 0 9 2 0 0 3 5

0 0 0 17 4 14 8 32 12 24 5 17 2 '20 31

6. 3 33 3 39 9 27 15 19 7 14 3 17 25 39

2

1

'0

56

0

5

30
30

7

7

11 6
62 34

3

78
1

29
19
62

4

13

17

66

13
61

20
96

0 11 0 0 .0 0 0 0 5 1 0 1 2

7. 3 22 2 22 5 22 12 8 3 10 2 0 UD 20 24

2 0 0 4 1 11 6 13 5 14 3 8 11 13 16

1 44 4 52 12 47 26 54. 20 43 9 67 66 79

0 33 3 22 5 20 11 24.. 9 33 7 25 24 38

8. 3 33 3 65 15 55 30 51 . 19 43 9 25 3 so 79

2 22 2 22 5 25 14 32 12 . 19 4 33 4 26 41

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 5 1 0 1 2

0 44 4* 13 3 20 11 14 5 33 7 42 5 22 35

3 3
2 8



how many visitors gave each response. For example, Interview item #1 had

five categories into which answers were grouped and scored. In the MA-

group, 9 of the 23 MAs in,the sample (39%) answered the question very well

and received a score of'5. The right column shows the totals fdr each

response category. -(The response categories are shown in Appendix A, page 4.)

,Using this.table, 'a detailed look at each of the oral interview

items-can be taken.

The first item in the interview, "What was your overall reaction to the

exhibit you just saw?", wasused partly as a warm-up item to .get the interview

started, buf also to provide an unstructured opportunity to say whatever the

Visitor had "on his mind" about the exhibit. The responses were generally

very favorable. Only 10 viSitors had a negative response to the overall.

exHbit. Eighty percent were positive or very positive. (Several of

the more critical remarks-are quoted in Appendix B.) There is a well-

documented reSponse bias.to such questiOns, however, that tends to

produce overly poSitive results. That is, people tend to tell the inter-

Viewer what they_think he or she wants 'to hear. The remaining items avoid

this tehden'cy by requiring'thevisitor to respond to specific requests for

information related to the exhibit.

Item 2 is a critical one in terms of indicating the visitors' leval of

understanding of the basic message of time exhibit. If nothing else haEpened

as a result of the exhi2t-It experience Which is certainly not the case,
,

one would at least hope that the' visitcrr could articulate, in an understaldable

way, tie thrust of the environmental message that is the focal point of the

entire display.

From Table 7, it is possible to say- that a large number of visitor-

at all educational levels-could do that fairly well (6'..% got a score of-4

and about 9% of the visitors could-do it very well (a Ecore of 5). On11,_

of the visitors received a rating of 3 or below. (One Ph.D. received a aw

3 4
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rating for saying that the basic message of the exhibit was "The disparity

between our country and others in the world." Again, the reader is reminded

that a sample of quotations from the responses actually given are contained

in Appendix B.)

The distinction made between a score of 4 and 5 was in the "richness"

of the answer. Any statement that noted a "concern for nature," or for "our

resources," or "man's impact on nature," or "man's need to protect or conserve

nature," received a 4. Any additional information that showed, for example,

an awareness of the need to change our way of life, or a need to reduce

population levels, would qualify the response for a 5. These are admittedly.

.
liberal criteria, but they were used to avoid (or minimize) some of the impact

of the "articulation" bias noted earlier.

Item 3 got at the critical area of personal involvement: "Is there

anything you personally feel you will do as a result of seeing the exhibit?"

The maximum score here was."3," given for noting more than one thing "I

would do." Noting only one thing received a "2," and "nothing" received a

"1." (The 3a category meant "already doing something.") While slightly

more tman half said that they would do nothing as a result of seeing.the

exhiti7.., a large percentage said that they would (27%) or .are already

doing,:s.omething ower educational groups smed least

incltned to see opoorturitiee 'or personal action, supporting the point that

ths: Letssage may zot be stro= enough for these visi-.:ors. (Naturally, a

statensat of intent, and the behavior consistent with that intent, are two

very mdflerent things. One stould have no illusions .that those who say

they 4,i71 not use throwa-,way cans and bottles--a high frequency response--

will ammually do so.)

Imem 4 relates to the first film--"What was the main point . . . ?"

A score- of 5 indicates that more than one valid point was noted, 4=one poibt,

3=unable to say, 2=mtssed point somewhat,.and 1=missed it badly. A zero was

assigned to those who did nat see the film. Clearly, most people in all

educational roups could note ay least one point that was covered by-the

film (e.g , food chain, flo of'energy, balance of nature, etc.). The

3 5
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college groups were able to mention more tAan one point at-a higher

frequency than could the other groups. Relatively few in this post

interview group missed the film (10%).

The second film (Item 5, Table 7) was scored-the same way as the

first film. In general, the profile of responses-'vds,the same as for.\the

first film,_except that its effectiveness and appeal are more general and

even across educational groups, but not quite as high as for Film 11.

Also, twice as many visitors missed the secoqd film as missed the first

film.

Items 6 and 7 cover two areas of the exhibit that have special significance,

since they attempt to convey an important but diffitUlt-and subtle, Méssage,'

and to do it without making the point in an overt and obvious way. In fact, L

the sculpture was tbg object-of an earlier investtgation, in which.a clay

model was pretested to determine itsability'to convey its message before it .

was-executed in.its final configuration This mock-up evalUation indicated

that the sculpture wajld not, by itself, get its sttryacross to theNast

'majority of vi,zwers.

The results of ti-is study tend/to confirm this prediction. S- ty-one

percent of all the posttest visitors made an incorrect statement atc.: ie
T-

message of the sc'Coture (response 1, Item 6, Table 7). The vast 177,F -ity

of these incorre..:-, statements related to the similrrity of man and animal

rather than to the difTerence between them. In adcition, 73% of tha answers

were vague or am-guou3. Thus, only 25% of the visitors were able tc state

the intEmAed message_ (To help visitors remember the sculpture, a picture

of it was shown to them at die time the question was asked. Tnis could be

expected to improve the results somewhat over a total recall situation.)

The educational level of the visitor was related to his or he- apiljty to

answer this item, with the college group average being 27% correc-f- qld the

non-co',1ege average being 15% correct.

3 6
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Item 7 relates to the entire Toolmaker-area, but does so in th context

of its two major elements, the wooden swing plow, and the modern plpi//' Bein

able to state that the purpose of this display is to -illustrate the 0111xed

blessing" of modern technology in terms of energy consumption and rinite

resources would enable the posttest visitor to receive a rating of ()I)

tilis item. Only 20% of the visitors who saw the display were able ta 1,eceive

such a rating, the majority of them being in the higher educational 1Ve1s,

The majority of visitors either got the ',Irong answer (66%) or made %teterpent

that could not be interpreted either way (13%)-. .
Twenty-four percent )sr the

test gr'oup did not see the entire display. The vast majority of thiy group

missed seeing the modern plow.

The Paton quote was displayed throuchout the exh$L t representihg

kind of leitmotiv. Iter, S lble 7) sbos that one-h,:.lf of the vis101,5

were able tc give an acceDtable paraphrasp of the qucte when sho-n

copy of it. Surprisin 91Y- 22% did not recE seeing it in exhivit /

itself.

Items 9 arA 10 of the ral interviews are of partic lar interQt in

'that they provide the visit7 sa7 opportity to indicate particular >chibjt

likes and dislikes. A dete ed anaTysis of the resc!lts shown it) Idbl S.

The'"winner" in this populai--'ty contest is clearly the stcond film, With

36.9% of the'visitor menti/cg it. Next in order ir tl-e first filp

making the two films the ou_,Aandind attraction of the Ehibit in te minds

of most visitors. However, the Mars11 runs a close secorc:, and for *N MA

and ".some college" groupsjs actually nuMber one. interestingly, te two

lower .educational groups liked neither the Marsh nor the first filn1 very

much, but "peaked".on t,ne second fun, ivirig the laii.ter a more UnI,/r6aI

visitor appeal. Only E ut of the 1:7 visltors inte-yewed singleq 94t.tyle

.6phere of Life as an.aree they liked, 3 the MesSage:area, and 3 th:1101m8ker

area.

Jtem.10 looks specifically at 'Lislies" (lower portion of Ta0 8).

Here again, the reluctance ofvisitors tc -be-critical plays a role0, Unknowh

4,1
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Table 8

".Likes" and lislikes

N=12 Nt21 N=37 Nz55 N=23 N 4 N=157

Some Completed

HighSchoolAiloolSomeCollegt_A_Lotal

Was there any one special thing or part of the exhibit 'that you found

.joarticularly interesting? (Multiple response possible.)

Everything 0
.

5 23.8 9 24.3' 7 12.7 4 17 4

Sphere of Life 1 8,3 0 2 5.4 2 .3.6 1 4.,3,

Theater.!1 1 8,3 4 19.0 11 29.7 16 29.0 6. 26.0
,

Marli 1 8,3 2 9,5 12 32.4 10 18,2 9 39,1

ToOlmaker
1 8.3 0 - 2 5.4 0 - 0 -

Theater #2 5 41.7 7 33,3 10 27,0 27, 49,1 5 21,7

ressage 0 - 0 - 1 2,7 2 3.6 0

ton Quote 1 8.3: 1 4 8 0 .
0 - 0 -

'Athing in 3 25.0 3 14.3 0 .
.3 5.5 3 )3,0

'Particular

2 22.2 27

0 - 6

3 :33 3 41

3 33.3 37

0-- - 3

4 44,4 58

0 3

0 - 2.

1 11.1 13

TO'

Was there anything that 'you didn't like or understand? What did you like least?

(Multiple response possible.)

Jke 'everything' 7 58.3

.Sphere of Life 1 8.3

Theater.#1
. 1 8.3

Marth 0

Toolmaker 0

Theater #2

-MeSSage':

Miscellaneous 2

0 -

1 8,3

16,6

17 80,9 23

1 4.8 3

0

°

5

0

0

0

0

0 -

0 -

1 4.8

1 4.8

62.2

8.1

16.2

26 47.3 8 34.8 6

'2 3.6 1 4.3 2

4 7,3 0 - 0

1 1.8 0 - 0

1 1,8 2 8,7 0

5 9.1 1 4 3 0

4 7.3 4 17.4 0

14 25.5 7 30.4 1

17,2

3.8

26.1

23,6

1.9

36.9

1,9

,6

8.3

66.7 87 55,4

22.2 10 6.4

- 0 10' 6.4

11 1 31 19.7

TE



but finite magnitude. Slightly over-half the visitors refused to identify

anv area as one they did not like and/or understand. (There were only a

total of'.71 specific dislike responses vs. 150 specific like responses.)

However,-the Sphere, the Message, and the Toolmaker areas were noted most

often as "dislikes," complementing their low incidences of ocairrence on the

previous question.

Visitor Observation Results

The pbservation data presented in this section provides another, but

complementary, dimension tb:.the evalUation of MIHE. Pre- and posttest scores

may be considered the "input" and "output" of the study; viSitor observations

represent the'process by means of which the individualAotifrom one point to

the other. If the questions asked are relevant to the goals and 'objectives

of the exhibit, then.changes or lack of Changes in the ability of visitors

to answer those questions are attributable to the isitor'S\ specific interac-

tion with the various elements that make up the total exhibit experience.

The observational data collected in this study are quite detailed and
-

provide a riCh source of ihformation on a varietiof topics..

Table 9 presents the total time spent in each major area of,the

exhibit by'each of the 75 visitors' who were observed. Demographic data

on each visitor is also shown in this.table. Overall'average_times for visi-
,

tors to each area are shown on the bottom of the table;'overall'average times

for each visitor to all areas is shown on the,right side of the table.

Thus, all 75-visitors spent an average time of 1 minute, .11 seconds in the

Sphere area; visitor #1 spent,a total tiMe qf 15 minutes and 55 seconds irF

-the entire exhibit.- Sinte some visjtors left the exhibit area befbre seeing

all of it, the denominator for.computing.average times changed fromcone area

to another. For this reason; average times-for each area ,were compUted two

ways, one that'includes the impact of those who did not get to that area

of the exhibit, and one with such individuals remoVed.from the computation.

Thus, the two rows at the bottom of Table 9 are labeled, "With missing-

data" and Nithout missingAata." To 'answer.the.question, "What is the'

4 0
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Table 9 '

Individual Tfme Dat4 for Each Area ol'Aft. Exhibit

Exhibit Area

Sphere ' 'Theater eV Marsh Toolmaker

.17

18 ,

19

20

.21.

22

23

24

25

_26

. 87

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

17 .

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48.

50

51

52

St-IL_

56

57

58

59 .

60

el 61
62

63

65

66

67

se

69 :19

70 . 1:00

71 s, :40

'Si 1:50

"

74 :05

75 1 :60

:25 13:39 :36 :30

3:15 14:35 5:05 1:55

2:05 2:45 1:15 - :55 .

1:20 13:45 , 5:25 3:05

4;00 18:05 (ExTt)

1:30 7:35 (Exit)

4:30 100, 4:00 1:45

1:20 10048 (Exit)

5:50 12:40 8:24 2:45

1:20 ':09 2:13 I -:50

:40 14:47 :40 :37

:40 13:40 :40 1:15

1:05 13:50 (Exit)

2:35 14:00 2:35 1:25

:15 1405 :30 :35

2:55 14:00 4:05 3:25

2:05 11.:591 1:02 1:55

2:25 1:10 (Exit)

155 (Exit)
. .

:52 12:58 (Exit)

:20 13:16 (Exit)

1:10 13:10 2:20 1:50

1:20 12;40 Lig 1:15

1:12 13:58 3:38 1.21

:25 14:30 11:15 -:50

:15 :OS :10 :30

1:50 13;00 .2:10 :50

:20 14:00 1:10 . :25

1:45 4:00 (Exit)

.4:00 1:00 (Exit)

:20 14:32 1:48 :40

1:00 4:00 4:00 ' 1:00

- :40 13:30Exit)

:SS 2:00 :10 :20

:40 :15 :40 :45_

:10 :IS :Exit)

:40 .11;50 1:20

:50 5:00 :10 :05 ,-,

6:45 13:35 -. 21:20 7;00

:45 2:30 : :20 :SS

:43 (Ex1t) -

1:35 13:25 3:40 1:50

:50 . 11:10 :55 :40

1:30 "13;30 2:00 2:00

/:05 14;50 1: 502:55 :

1:40 14:50 4:30 1:50

.:30 12:40 2:40 :45

:IS
. -.- .

5:40 :45 :30

:40 14:45 9:00 .2:15

:30 15:00 :50 1:10

2:00 13:25 4:20 2:25 -

2:25 16:00 1:40 3:40

2:55 15:00 (Exit)

1:05 9:50 ((elt)
-.._

2:45 12:13 ,......_.:244------ ,gg,

:00 :DO

1:30 13:35 (Exit) m

:20 9:30 :20 2:01

1:12 12:30 (Exit).

:40, 14:27 :35 :23

1:04 .14:.56 1:30 1:10

:45 14:00 :00 125

:53 14:45 1:05 :47

1:00 1:00 5:45 2:40

io 13:00 :IS :15

3:20. 14e40 . 3:00 3:00

1:22 (Exit) S

:55 13:35 :33 1,00

13:30 3:10 :45

26:00 8:00 5;00

15;03 1:00 :30

14;00 (Exit)

:45 :OS :00

:40 (Exit)

:30 (Ex1t)

Theater 42 Message Total* . (F.Female)

Additional Information

Crowd"

Stx

XInsil. (3)
Age+ Grp:4 (0)

.;25 :20. 15:55 F .21.30 6 FC

22:25 1:15 48:55 F 21-30 G VC

2:00 :45 9:45 PP 31.50 s FC

22:15 :30 45:20
,

7. 31-50 G VC

22;05 50+ 6 FC

im 5:65 F 21-30 . S VC
..

27145 1:05 57:35 r
. ii-so G 'IC

a- 12:30, 31.50 NVC
1:42 :20 32:27

M
31-50 G FZ

'SS ',' : 1:16 7:36 F ;- G ye",

:13 :20 18:0S M 21-30 6 VC

22:45 :10 31:10 A F 31.50 6 hIC

a- 15:00 Ii 21.30 G FC

24:00 :23 45:23 r 31-50 G FC .

:25 (Fx1t)

2350

-. ..... am

1:13

17:20,

4943 '.

F

11

31-50 .

.50+

G

6

VC

itt:

24:03
m

:57

0 -

43:00

3:35

M ,

r

11.50 , .,:.

16720 ,

G

G

. vic

a.. :SS . F 21.30 G NVC
am 13:50 41 31.50 6 NYC

.- 13:50 F 31.50 G

24:35 :35 44:15 K 21.30 G . VC _

. II:30 :33 26;33 91 31-50 . 0 FC

20:42 :20 41:46
,

21-30 G ri:
:05 1:00 ' 23:35 N 31.50 G FC

:15 :30 2:20 31.50 .' G VC

4:30 ' :13 23:13 . 11 31-50 G ' FC-

00 1:40 23:45 r 16-20 G FC

6:4S M 50+ G Fe
7:38. 11 31-50 G

22:45 :25 40:10 11 544 6 NVC

5:00 ':30 15;10 50+ 5 NVC,

a- 14:20 F 31.50 G Ng
:10 . :20 4:00 21-30 s NYC

21:16 1:30 25:06 50+ 5 111C

0. 21-30 NVC

:OS

1:15

:OS

37:15

00
iS 31.50

16.20

G ,

5

NYC

WIC

21:40 (Exit) 6- 70:20
. M 50+ 6 NYC

2:35 :20 8103 h -31750 G 101C

:43 16.20 -. G NYC

15:00 :20. 36:00' 31-50 G NYC

24:00 1:00 31:010" 21.30 NYC

6:00. :30 26:30 31-50. G . AVC

19:15 . :45 41:04 50+ G FC

23;45 1:10 48:20. 21.30 NYC

21:3S :40 38:50 31-50 G NYC

5:10 :25 12:45 21-30 G NYC

24:05 :35 51:20' Pi 504 s NVC

5?4:15 (Exit( .1. 44:00 50. G hOC

22:I5 ' 3:01 49103 31-50 , G NYC

23:55 ,,.. 1:20 50:27 50+ 6 NYC

.i0:15 50+ , s NYC

.- 11:00 21-30 G VC

24:30 :18 43:50 F v,21-30 G FC

15:35 (Exit) m: 19:10 21.30 G FC

m- 15:20 - 50+ G FC

4:20 : 1T:20 21.30 G WIC

a- 13:02 21.30 G FC

24:08 :23 41:40 21.30 . G VC

23:20 :14 42:14 21.30 G FC

24:05 :00 40:20 21.30 G FC,,

24:45
,

:55 42:7S 21-30 G VC

,.:20 (Exit) 35:50 50" G FC

9:40 :06 24:00 hi 31.50 G FC

22:00 :45 47:00 21.10 . G MSC

a- 1:22 21.30 s NYC

' :33 :10 I7:2S 31.50 G kyc

22:10 :1) 41:SO G 'SVC

16:00 (Exit) .- 56:00 r 21,30 G . NIC

'1:40 :30 11;40 I .sl-so s ..1., TOM

a- IS:50 Pi 50+ 5 . FC

25:00 (Exit) em 25:00 F 16,20 G NYC

am :SE 31-50 s NYC

:90 21-30 G' NYC

TOTALS; 9
10:42 :25 25:35

Oble--40
16-20 5 21-30..28 31.50-.25 500,-16

14:52 :40 32:11
Group..63 Single..11
50*I3 FC.23 N1C+39

With Missing
,Data: ; 1:21 10:30 2:00 1:02

Without .

Missing
Oita, Pt " WI 10:54 2:46 1:26

(Exit) v,,lict out through ntranceYET: -

4+Crcmfd.-VC9very crowded; FCmfelrly cromded; NVC+frOt verY crowded
. 6 Totel figure often higher than sum of aro8 figures du. to 'transit time'

-"Age Groups: 16-20, 2130, 31-50, 509

0 35
4 1

Exit out of entrance-27 (361)
Exit after Inciter: 11-.1/ of 27



average time sPent,in the second film by the total group of visitors in the

observation study?", the answer would.be, "10 minutes and 42 seconds."

However, if the question is directed only at those who entered the theater,

the total WoUld be 14 Minutes and 52 seconds. The distinction may seem

unnecesSary at the a:ea level, but it is more meaningful when considering the

,answer to the question, "How long does the average person spend in ilIHE?"

. The ansWer would be "26 minutes and 36 seconds." However, if ne asked the

questio0 only about those who go through the entire exhibit, t en the-answer

would be "32 Minutes and 11 seconds."

The oVerall behavior of each visitor can be'seen quite cle rly from

Table 9. particularly:interesting, is the number of visitors who did not

complete the entire exhibit. These are shown by arrows, starting at the

point at'Which the exit was made. It should be noted that an exit visitor

was defined only as someone who left the exhibit through the entrance, and

not someone who walked quickly through,the entire exhibit (see Visitor #26

on Table 9). A very nigh percentage (36%) of peoplg failed to complete the ,

exhibit. Most pi them exited after the first film (23%); three left from the

Sphere, ahd seven after the second film. Interestingly, 9 out of the 17

who exited froM the first theater.,stayed long enough to see the entire

film; 6 of the 7 who exited from the second theater stayed long enough

to see,Most or all of that film:

IndiJduel variations in time spent'in an area are quite dramatic, as,

are the \triations in average time between areas. Onp person (#39)* spent

1 hour and 10 minutes in the exhibit, and 21 minutes in the Marsh alone.

The two films were the major "time consumers" of the exhibit, with

average times being close to actual running times (i.e., a holding power

ratio of almo5t 1/1), and_aocounting for an average of 80% of the total time \

spent by each visitor in the-exhibit. This is a strong endorsement of the

intgrest these films have for most viewers.

4'2
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The remaining a-reas show little evidence of such holding power, with

:averages running quite a bit below what would represent a complete and

careful perusal of the various elements in the area. This is particularly

true of the Marsh which has the highest,average time (after the films, of

course), but which would require-considerably more time to read and study

'the information contained in it. Actually, it would take the average

reader 5 minutes, 15 seconds td read all of the label material,in the

Marsh tooking at the display itself to answer the questions on the reading

rail, plus walking.time, would add another three minutes (approximately),

for a total viewing time of 8 minutes, 15 seconds. Given the average

viewing time of,2 minutes, 46 secobds, this puts the holding power= ratio

of the Marsh at .21/1 (e.g:, actual time is 21% of t3tal time).

The Sphere and Toolmaker areas are next in holding power, at .32/1 each.-

This 'is based on 1 minute-and 17 seconds reading time plus 3 minutes

"looking" time for Sphere, and 32 seconds reading time plus 4 minutes looking-

time for Toolmaker.

It should be noted that the Sphere Area was intended primarily as an

iritroductjon to the exhibit and an 4inducement",to,see the ,remaining, areas.,

Since only 3,of the 75 visitors entering the Sphere exited from the Sphere','

it' must be considered a'success in that regard. On the other hand; a

tape-recorded "orientation td the eXhibit" message that is heard in the-, ,

Sphere area takes 1 minute, 45 seconds to play in its_ entirety, with a 30'

second gap between playings. Only 19 visitors .could have heard it all,

assuming they came in just as it started. Add to this the fact.that

.."bro,chure taking and looking behavior" would be expected to occur in the

Sphere area, if at all, and one is led to conclude that this section Of the

exhibit is not holding the average visitor as long as it should. Perhaps

3 minutes would be a more realistic figure to use as an "expected" holding

time for the Sphere, in which case its holding power ratio wOuld be .40/1

rather than .32/1.
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The Message area'is verysimilar to the Marsh in its holding power;
I

although it has a much smalle average time figure (40 seco/nds), it also

has much less for the visitor tn "do." Its holding pow ratio is .24/1.

Again, expectations play a r le in determining true h ding power. was

not expected that people would spend more than 30 Øconds or so" in the

Message area. On'this basis, it was doing its jo Nevertheless, there

are things to see, labels to[read and a message/to be conveyed. These

things cannot happen in 30 s'conds, which is just'about the time it] takes,

to walk through the area at/a slow,pace.

To proviOe a more/ lagnostic look di total exhibit time in ri?hation
/

'
, 1

to demographic variab/ Tes, Table 10 was prepared. From this table',1 one can

/

(/
, i'

1

/Table 10

Tdtal Exhibit Time by Visitoi.' Type and Exhibit Crowding 1

I

Male
Fema 1 e

Ages 16 - 20
Age's 21 - 30
Ages 31 - 50

/

50+

Single

,-Veri Crowded ,

.,FairtS, Crowded_

.

Average Time
(lins. & Secs.)

27:38
25:24

40
34

12:05 5

27:38 2.
25:00 25

31:51 16

15:16 11

28:35 63

29:06 13

27:48 23

24:59 38

compare_sek, dge, grouP, and!exhibit,crowding conditions as they impact on

,1 time spent in:the exhibit SeverallOf these.comparisonS are of'general
_

:interest. :Male'andfemale tiMes-are'§pit6Close, but since most visitors

wepe itygrOUP's:(63! Vs, 11) -and moW0OUps'wereT-mixed male and.female,
.-

'.-there wouldlie,,,,iltendency
for.thi:sdlatiormhit to be close.' jhe,re are too.

\
. . .

fewingle$.0A11)1Wenable one .t6.1QA:medningully at the male/female/
.

,. , ,

'1

single interaction_
,-,.... ...

..-,

<
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The data suggeSt that age may have a relationship to time. The "16,

to 20" age .group averaged a very low 12 minutes, but the small number of visi-

tors in this group make it difficult to generalize. Similarly, the highest

age bracket (50+) had the highest average time (31 minutes, 51 seconds) but

had relatively few "members" (16). Also, the youngest and oldest visitors

aCcounted for a disproportionate ihare of the'early exit group.

Those visitors.who were with a 'group had much higher total.times than

those alone (28:35 vs. 15:16). However, the "alone", group is small; it

would be interesting to see if this rela6onship held up in further analyses

of this type.

'Finally, Table 10 shows that'ekhibit crowding has an effect on total

time, i.e., the more crowded, the longer the time spent. in the exhibit.

°While this could be expected in the sense that it4takes longer to "see

things," when the area is crowded, it might have produced the opposite

effect, i.e., visitors leavim or rushing through because of the crowded

conditions. Additiona, data alng:these lines would help to further clarify

what is probably a hig ly complex interaction between exhibit and demographic:

variables.

To complete the discusS'ion of the observation results, a very detailed

analysis of what the visitors did at each location within an area is shown

in Table 11. Each area of the exhibit was broken down into an identifiable

location or elffillent, representing something to look at or to read. The last

four pages of Appendix A contain copies of the data recording forms forthe

observation study, where visitor responses to each of these,exhibit elements

were recorded. The code numbers on these forms are the same as those shown,

'on Table 11 under the area title. Thus, there are "locations" with codes

from 1 to 15 and la to 16a for the Sphere area. It is recommended that

these ohServation forms be detached,from the report and kept visible while

reading'this section.

4 5
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The percentage (and number) stopping at each location is shown in column

2 of Table 11, and represents the attracting power of each element. The ,

next, column shows the kinds of things the observed visitors did at each

location. The code used is: L=look, R=read, T=talk, P=point, G=glance

(excludes all others), F=feel and Q=question (this response applied to the

reading rail only). Next is shown thezverage time at the location, given

in seconds (holding power), for those who spent enough time to record a

reading. Finally, the average stop number of that location is shown .

computed by averaging all of the individual numbers that tndicated the

ordinal position of that,location in the visitors' path through.the

A area (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.). This latter figure makes it possible to

establish the typical visitor path through the exhibit.

The Sphere area presents a unique configuration, since it is possible

to enter from two locations, each of which would predispose the visitor to

see certain display elements withih the Sphere area.

First, it is possible to see from Table 11 that most people entered the

right entrance which is the side nearest the main entrance of the museum.,

The difference is quite large:-, 27% of the total observation_group entered

the left side (south) and I% the right side (north). 4§rochures were

usually available at both e trance areas.- It is interesting to note that

these who entered the left sideLtook Tore brochures than those who entered

the right side (50% vs. 37%). There is no obvious reason for this difference.

Possibly, the guard who usual'ly stood at the left entrance area represented
,4-

an unconscious symbol of authdrity, and people, perhaps, were more likely

to behave in an organized, "official," rule-following way.

The pattern of visitor responses in the Sphere area is confOunded by

the dual entrances. Those who entered "right" tended to-stay right (77%),

but those who entered left split evenly, half goiag right-and half staying

'left. Popular locations.(high attracting power) on the left and right side

we're (left) 7, 8, 11, 12, and 13, and (right 7a, 8a, 10a,, lla, 12a-i and 15a.

These areas were the objects in glass panels (e.g., jay, prairie dog, etc.,)

and,the interior fish scene.

4 6
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The locations to the left of each face of the Sphere (9, 13, 14a, 10a

and 6a) were used to record general "looking" behavior at the various large

color photographs that surrounded the glass panels and the windows to the

interior. The end panels contained the Paton quote (600, 1 13a, 9a //

and 6). These areas recaived relatively little attention by the visitor:-

Very few people read the entrance signs (particuLaily the -one on the

./ left side); nor did very many read the orientation material (14 An.a11).

Of special interest in this table is the activities engaged in b:y.

observed visitors at each area. (Multiple responses'are possible.) The

Sphere, as intended, was drImarily a looking/glancing area. with 238 "7ooks"

and 2492 "glances," but c71: 73 "read 57 "talkeJ," 54 "polted" and one

"fE.,lt" (the owl).

The average time pe-r location is a measure of holdingpower. It 73 not

neeassarily related to attracting power (number of people.stopping)... :bus;

location 4,in.the Sphere had the lowest attracting poWer (5%) but the 4,th

highest hOlding power.(7.6.seconds). In effect, not many visitors were

induced to read the.orientationpanel on the left entrance; but those who

were tended:to find it interesting to read (although only two of the four

people'who stopped were/noted as reading it). Contrariwise, locatiOn'12a

(thelowl) attracted one of the largest percentage of visitors (50%)i but

they spent an average of only 3.6 seconds at that:location, mostly just

glancing at it: High,attraCting and bolding power areas of the Sphere are

location .8 (first window tO the fish on the left side), 7A (same on right

side); lla (next window on right side) and 15a (window at "top" of-the

display with labels of fish names).

The average stop number (last column of Table 11) clearly shows the two

primary traffic patterns in the Sphere area; a left paftern and a right

pattern.
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The Marsh area also had two traffic patterns, and again the predominant

o e was to,the right. This can be seen by the average stop number and the

per entage stopping. The average attracting power of the north and west

reading rail areas is 45%; the average attracting power of the east and

south areas is 31%. (Locations 2, 6, 10 and 14 are for recording general

glances and looks at the overall area without giving specific attention

to the reading rail.)

particular intereat for the Marsh area is the number of people

using the question and answer technique on the reading rail; on the

Everasee, 21% of those stamping at the reading rail appeared to do.so.

However, the average time spent at these locations suggests a cursory,

ratzer than intensive; wee.. Highest average hälding times were recorded for

t. east rail and west rail (23 seconds each), intermediate times for the north

ra'. (19 seconds) and lcoest for the sulphur cycle (15.7 seconds). These

figurea,should be compared to.the average time required to read and ",usen

each reading rail', which is 1 minute, 19 seconds.

.
'The Toolmaker area showed very high attracting power, a function, fio

doubt, of°its linear flow pattern and lack of mutually exclusiie sight llnes

(e.g., looking at one eleMent doesAdt orient the body.and head away from

\another element, as when objectsaredirectly across froM each'other on

cpposte walls). The sculpture received the highest attracting power figure

of any object in the entire exhibit (98.1%). Only one person, in faCt,

did not appear to stop at the scUlpture.* Holding power for the sculpture

WaS the\highest of the area (18.5 seconds), and is higher than that for half

of the Marsh locations', and for all of the Sphere and Message locationS.-

(Since thereare no label's of any kind on the sculpture,' It is diffiCult

to assign an uPper time limit, and therefore no ratio is coMputed for it.)

It is als6 the uncontested winner, in the "feelie contest, with 30% ofthose

visitors,stoPping to view it, actually touching it. HaVing achieved top

ranking in attratting.and holding power, it is especially instructive to

)

* All figures in Table 11 are based, of course,:on those who survived'to

the area in question. The 21 peopleout of the 75 starters whO never got to

the Toolmaker area are not included in thesecalculations.
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cOnsider its poor showing in tJe third category of exhibit performance--

teaching Power.

The weakest pa-'- of the Toolm

and exit signs) is 1oation 5, the m

did look or glance a7z it. Its holdin

This is coupled with the low holding po

The quote on the wall near the exit of th

of the visitors, many of them simply glanci

holding Tlower. Since this quote carries the

message of this area across, these findings ma

generally poor teaching power of the Toolmaker

ker area (other than the introduction

dern 'Plow, although 78% of thevisitors

power was verylow (5 seconds).

er of the photowall (5 seconds).

area was seen by only 46.3%

g atit.: It had almost no :

ajor.burden for_gettingthe

help to account for the

ta (

The final section of Table 11 deals with the Message area. The 3

objects were given relatively short looks by about 61% of the visitors.

Relatively few read the label material. Although there were no questions

dealing specifically with this area in the test and questionnaire materials,

it would be surprising, given the low attracting and holding power of the

display, to flnd that the message of the Message area was being delivered

to very many ofIthe visitors. As noted earlier, this area was not intended

to achieve very much, and in that sense it seems to be meeting its expecta-

tions ver.y well indeed'.

Location 8 is the acknowledgment and credit sign at the exhibit exit

area. Thirty percent of the visitors still in the exhibit did notice this

material, 7 of them reading at least part of it and 7 simply glancing at it.

More speCific information on visitor behavior in the Sphere and Marsh

areas of the exhibit is desirable due to the nature of their design and

its impact on crowd flow and utilization. Both of these areas cab be tra-

versed in essentially two basic patterns, clockwise or counterclockwise.

(Appendix A, pp. 14 and 15 shows these two areas in th-e general floor plan.)

The Sphere area is further complicated by having two entrances, giving the

5 0
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vi_sitor faur choices to make, i.e right. or left entrance and clooNlse

or counterzlockWise movement through the display.

As noted earlier in this section of the report, .r-:st visitors 41) the

observation study entered the Sphere on the right side (73%), and riet Of

those people stayed on that side :77%), beginning wha: would be a oP4nter-

clockwise movement around the display. However, most isitors in els group

did not complete that pattern, but rather exited from :he right sie into
-

the entrance to the first theater. In order to descr e this beh4,1 - in

detail, the Sphere has been divided into 10 major stap areas, consOting of

the 5 windows into the interior and the 5 specimen w4n:ows. Four of thse

major stops are on the right side (two interior windows and two spoOlilen

windows), four on the left side, and two at the "top" (or west sid) of the

Sphere. The following table shows how the 40 visitors who enterel right

and stayed right (counterclockwise movement) utilized the 10 major tops.

(Glances are included in all of these computations.)

Table,12

Visitor Behavior in Sphere--Enter Right, Stay Right

N=40

Number of
Possible
Stops

Stops on
Right Side

(1v1aximum=4)

Stops-_on

Left Side
(Maximum=4)

Stops
on Top

N % N %
4 11 28' 1 3 xxxXxxx

3 13 33 0 0 xxxxxxx

2 12 30 8 20 9 23

1 4 10 5 13 11 28

26 _65 20 50

'5 1
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Clearly, the right entrance, right-sided visitor tended to stay on

his "own side." 'Only 3% of them looked at all 4 areas on the left side,

and 65% of them saW nothing on the left side. Also, 50% of these viSitors

did not look at either of the two elements of interest at the top of the

Sphere. Even on their "own" side, only 28% of this group attended to all

four of the elements, although none of them failed to at least glance at

one of them.*

The pattern for those entering the left side and staying left is

shown in the next table.

Table 13

Visitor Behavior in the Sphere--Enter Left, Stay Left

N=9

Number of
Possible
'Stops

Stops on
Right Side
(Maximum=4)

Stops on
Left Side
(Maximum=4)

Stops
on Top

(Maximum=2)

% N N %

4 0 , 0 2 22 , XXXXXXX

3 0 0
,

1 11 XXXXXXX

2 1 11 4 44 6 66

1 2 22 2 22 1 11

0 6 66 0 0 2 22

Here the general trend is reversed, with almost the exact same per-

centage of left siders not seeing the right side as the percentage of

right siders not seeing the left side. However, the number of left side

visitors who saw at least one element at the top of the Sphere is (as would

be expected) considerably greater than for the right side group (77% vs.

51%). ,Despite this fact, the two groups averaged the same number of stops

in the Sphete (slightly over four per person).

*Five of the data sheets have been excluded from this analysis, two being

uninterpretable and three indicating that the visitor walked through the

Sphere area quickly without any evidence of having attended to it in any way.

5 2
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The behavior of those who entered right and took a left or clockwise

pattern is seen in Table 14.

Table 14

Visitor Behavior in the SphereEnter'

N=12

, Number of
Possible
'Stops

Stops on
Right Side
(Maximum=4)

Stops on
Left Side
(Maximum=4)

N %

'Stops
onjop

(4aximum=2

NN %

o-. .3 25 XXXXUX

3 25 XXXXXXX

2 7 58 4 33 2 .16

1 5 42 1 8 8 67

16

This group has similarities t6 the left/left group, except tbat they

have a higher percentage of "stops" on the right and slightly less on thP

left. This- fs lergely because they-tended to look at one or two elements

on the riOt near the entrance before moving clockwtse to the left side.

Finallk, we have the other crossover group who entered left and went

right. They are shown in Table 15.

Table 15-

Visitor Behavior in the Sphere-:-Enter Left, Go Right

N=9

Number of Stops on Stops on Stops

Possible Right Side Left Side on Top

Stops ,(Maximum=4) IMaximum=4) MaximuM=2)

N

4

3

2

4

1

4

'0

o

% N % N %

44 3 33, XXXXXXX

11- o 0 XXXXXXX

44 4 44 3 33

0
,;

4 22 2 22

0 0 0 4 44

47
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This group tends to have a pattern similar to the other crossover

pattern, with a fairly large number of them seeing at least two elements

on the left before moving to the right s'ide. However, their "top"

viewing behavior is consistent with the right/right group.

In looking at all those who go right vs. left, it is interesting

to note that the left group views a higher average number of elements'

(5.3) than the right group (4.4). ,This is largely accounted for by the

higher utilization of the top area of the Sphere by the left group.

A:summary,of the overall- utilization Pattern of the Sphere; includIng

the three walk-through,Nisitars, is shown in Table 16.

Table 16.

Overall Utilization Pattern for the Sphere

Number of
Possible Stops

or Looks

Number and %
of Visitors Stoppin

10 (Max.) 1 1.4%

9 0 0

8 7 9.5%

7
5 6.7%

6 7 9.5%

5 13 17.5%

4 18 24.3%

3 8 10.8%

2 10 , 13.5%

1

,,,,

, 2.7%

0 (walkthrough) 3 4.0%

While very few visitors look.at all 10 majorelements (only 1 out of

th?.observed group), very-few fail to at least look at 1 elementi and the

avrage is about 4.5 per person (out of 10).

5 4



It is very clear from this.analysis of the Sphere,that the visitors'

flow pattern was directly influenced by the two entrances and the circu-
. .

lar nature of the display itself. While, as noted earlier, it mas not

intended that ."everyone look at everything" in this particular area, it

is instructive to note for future reference the fact that most visitors will

not cireumnavi,gate a circular area,when they are "placed" on one side or

the other by'a dual entrance and have an exit available other than the

entrance.

0

The Marsh presentS a slightly different pattern. While it shares

with the Sphere the circumferential flow pattern and the separate exit,

it has but one entrance, placing all visitors in the same "starting box,

with two paths to take.

Of,the 48 Visitors in the observation study who went througilthe MarSh

area, 39, or81%, went to the:right, only 8 (16%) to the left, and one

person could.not be categorized either way. .The right bias found'in the

Sph.ere is still operative. How many crossed over froM bne .side to the '

other? Since the eXit is on the opposite side of the display,frOm the

entrance, the Marsh divides evenly into the right Side (nOrth.and. west .

faces of the squai-e) and left side (eaSt and south)-,, With the same numbet'.

Of elements on the reading-rail on-each side (three per'face; six per Side).

The following table compares the Tight group with theleft 'group in,terms of

the-number.and percent of "stops" (inclUding glances), out.of the total

possible for each of the two sides. Unfortunately, the left grou0 is, very

small in number and is not likely to.indicate the true left to right cross-

over.preference.

The resulfs for the right,group,are consistent with the iindings with

'respect to the Sphere,-that is, approximately half,of the visitors.who went

counterclockwise did not continue beyond the exit to the left.side Of the

display. Jhose who .did tended to view less of the left side han they.did
1

the right 52ide: ,The average number'of elements seen by theright group on

the right side it four out of six; on the left side, 1.6 out of six.

5 5
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Table 17

Visitor Behavior in the Marsh

° Number of
POssible Stop's

Left Group (N=8)
(Maximum=6)

Ri ht Group (N=39)
(Maximum=6)

Right Side
N %

Left Side
N %

Right Side
N %

Left Side
N %

6 1 12.5 0 0 10 26 3 8

5 0 0225 5 13 3 8

4 3 37 1 12.5 6 15 2 5

3 1 12.5 1 12.5 8 20 6 15

2 1 12.5 1 12.5 6. 15 0 0

1 2 25 0 0 2 5 6, 15 7

0 0 0 3 37 2 5 19 49

The left group showed a different pattern. Of the eight persons who

went left, three of them looked at none of the items on that side, and none

of _them looked at all six elements. In contrast, four of this group viewed

four or more elements on the right side. In short, the left group averaged,

2.3 'elements out of six, on the left side, but 3.1.on the Tight side.
-

"Although the number of people is too small to permit generalizations, it .

appears that the crossover "law" can be broken. _It should be noted that

the south side of the Marsh display is:devoted to a description of the sul-

phur'cycle and does not show the Marsh itself. It could.be hypothesized

that when visitors realized this, they continued around to the other side

of the display to see more of this dramatic presentation.

,

The overall utilization pattern for- the Marsh area is shown in Table

.-18. Coly three visitors looked at all elements, and the average per visitor

was 5.7. Only one visitor was able to walk through the area without looking

at any of the elements. However, we can infer this individual's intentions

,"looking" at her as visitor #56 in Table 9. She and her group "obviously"

came to see the second film, where'they spent 15 minutes and 35 secondS.,

5 6
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Table 18

Overall Utilization Pattern for the Marsh

Number of
Stops.or Looks

Number and %
Stopping/LoOking

12 (Max.) 3 6.3%

11 1 2.1%

10 1 2.1%

9 4 8.3%

8 4 8.3%

7 2 4.2%

6
1.

11 , 23.0%

5 4

4 2 4.2%

3 8 16.7%

2 4 8.3%

1 3 6.3%

0 (Walkthrough) 1 2.1%
,

after which they exited from the entrance to the exhibit! Lawful visitor

behavior will always be an aggregate of marly, many individual behaviors.

KnowiRg what any one person or.,group will do will forever.be a mystery--

and for this we should' be thankful,,

Conelusions

. The Resultssection of this report has presented a wealth of data

'about the Man In His Environment exhibit, It has looked at a very complex

set of stimulus materials (the exhibit,with all of its elements of design,

objects, labels and messages), and an even more complex set of response'

potentials (the visitors, with all of ttleir iriterests, attitudes, knowledges,

motivations, and prejudices) and tried to show 1-k),w one interacted with the

\
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other in a way that can lead to a better understanding of the effective-

ness .of the exhibit. .The small data "bits" are, perhaps, difficult to

interpret in isolation, but taken in aggregates, they begin to show inter-'

relationship's. Models help form these aggregates since they provide a concep-
,..,

tual framework within which the individual pieces form defined patterns.

Such a model that the author has found useful in other exhibit studies (and

which has been essentially validated by other investigators, e.g., Robert A.

Lakota, internal Smithsonian study, 1975), is the 3-factor model of exhibit

effectiveness (Shettel, 1968). According to this model, an'exhibit has

three functions to serve in order to be considered effective: (1) an ability

to attract visitors representative of the target audience, (2) an ability to

hold those visitors long enough so that (3) it can convey its intended message
_ .

to those visitors. These three functions are referred to respectively as

attracting power, holding power, and teaching power.

The pre- post-data analysis,represents a concern for the teaching

power of MIHE; covering both knowledge and attitudes as they relate to

the exhibition's goals and objectives. The observational study provides

data on4th attracting power and holAing power. Within the imitations of

the study, these data tell a "story" that representt a coherent overall

picture of the "true" effectiveness of MIHE.

Specific recommendations for exhibit modifications based on the data and

the general conclusions presented below ere not made. .Such suggestions for.

:changes.must be considered in the context of other fgctors (e.g., time and

money) over which the euthor has'nO control, and about which he has no

'knowledge. However, requireMents are identified in specific terms so that

recamMendations (if so desired) can be derived froM them. (Naturally, the

author would be mire than willing to,comment on.such recommendations -andi

could probably serve.e useful purpose ip Aoing so.). 'A recOrementis defined.//

'as a statement of a deficiency, discontinuity or failure of .an-eihibit.charac-.

teristic4 objective, element.or elements, based on data from the study and,

to the extent possible, stated in terms of'some defined crjteria of

effectiveness.
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Looking first at the overall attracting power.of MIHE, it is clear

from the analysis of'demographic data that the exhibit is attracting, as

was intended, a highly educated group of white visitors, most of them from

high energy-consuming suburbia and from out-of-town areas. However, on

the assumption that thedesired target audience should also' include a

larger percentage of typical residents of,the Chicago,area 16 years of,age

and Up, one could state a defined discrepancy between goal and achievement

at leaSt at the time of the study. Numbers of visitors per se are not a

subject of concern since no objectives were stated against which to judge

attendance figures:

Turning to teaching power for a moment, it is clear from the general

trends of the pre- and post-data that education is positively rel?A to

both prior knowledge and attitudes in the subject matter area, and, to some .

extent, 'to the abilittolearner12_<nowlede frum the exhibit itself. Thus,

one could say that the exhibit is tending to reach those.who already have

some of the knowledge and attitudes the exhibit is designed to impart, and

to be a better teaching."device" for the'better educated group than for the

less educated. One could,thus say that the exhibit needs to do a better '

job of conveying its defined messages to those who have a knowledge deficit

and who also tend to be less well educated (and who also tend not to be-in

the visitor population). On(the basis of this analysis, the overall impact

of the exhibit on the Community could be dramatically increased.by the

achievement of two things:

I. bring to the exhibit a greater nudier of people who lack knowledge
of the subject matter, (i.e., inner-city, lower income, ethnically
mixed), and

2. more effectively conveying to them (attracting, holding and

communicating) the intended information and attitudes.

General holding power within the exhibit itself is generally less than

optimal. This is admittedly a judgment, but a 36% attrition rate from the

exhibit seems unnecessarily high. The requirement generated from this

-finding would relate to vrays that would make it less likely that anyone

5 9
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would leave the exhibit "early" because he or she did not know that there

was more to see. The subject of visitor orientation to, museums and exhibits

and the use of advanced organizing systems to help people plan their visits

more rationally is one:that has received considerable attention recently,

and has been shown to be capable of exerting some influence on subsequent

visitor behavior. Thus,- areas of special concern, such as the first theater,

where most of the "dropouts" originated, would be excellent candidates for

special attention in connectiOn with these concepts. Naturally, the two

entrance areas would also lend theriselves to further analysis in terms of

visitor orientation. (There is considerable data that suggests that abstrac-

tions are less interpretable by'the average person than more literal rep-

resentation of reality. These findings may be considered relevant in the

context of the exhibit layout shown atthe two entrance areas.) The taped
-

orientation message should also be carefully analyzedin this connection.

Holding power within specific areas'of the exhibit was seen to be a

special problem for both the'Marsh and the Message areas. The Marsh was a

problem Primarily because.of itS high information loading relative to the

average time spent in it Raising the ratio of actual time to required

ttme for the Marsh would represent a significant increase in the opportunity

to convey factual information on the environment and to reinforce the points
. .

made in the first film. This requirement necessarily interacts with the

teaching power of the Marsh. Finding ways 'to increase time spent

(holding power) is of importance only if the time is spent productively,

i.e., if it leads to an-increase id-the-achievement of whatever the instruc-
v

tional and/or attitudinal purposes of the display might be. Since performance

on the informational item having to do with energy loss in the food chain

was generally poor, but especially so for the lower educational levels,,one

might want to single out this subject matter area for special attention

in considering ways to increase the overall effectiveness of the Marsh.

:
The MesSage area presents a rather different picture. Ats low holding

.power is largely intentional, and As a result of its small information'

loading.and the even,Smaller amount of time.spent:looking at what is there.'

6 0
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For the vast majority of visitors, this area is extremely low in'all three

exhibit functions and in that sense represents the least effective of the

six-main areas of MIHE. It is essentially used as a "way of getting out"

of the exhibit and this is the function it was primarily intended to serve.

However, it could servo a more significant function,.one that would repre-

sent an impactful and relevant concluding statement, one that visitors

would attend to and understand.

Two rather serious problems in the teaching, power of MIHE have to do

with the Toolmaker area (including the Sculpture) and the notion.of personal

commitment to change, (r at least an awareness of alternatives to our

present social,and economic institutions). The latter message was largely

the reSponsibility of the second film. The requirements in both of these

cases must relate to the need to make these messages more explicit and under-

standable to the target audience. Reading level, conceptual clarity, repe-

tition, 'and active participation, are all techniques used to ensure high

levels of understanding.and learning,.and represent useful notions to

consider in the upgrading of these important areas and objectives of the

exhibit. In fact, since the Message area is shown to have little'purpose,

and since the "personal commitment to change" message is not being effec-

-tively conveyed to many visitors, one could-possibly see a blending of these

two requirements into one.

At a more generalized level, pie must go back to the fundamental

question raised early in the report, "Do those who visit the exhibit experi-

' ence.a significant change in their knowledge.of, and/or attitudes toward,

the environMent and maes role in, that environment, such change being con-
.

sistent with the goals and objectives as defined by those responsible.for

the exhibit?" InAhis Connection, the overall -teachipg_power of the exObit,'

as defined by the scores on the:pre/post written items-, is not very high.

Considering that the questions were bri basic, main.ideas rather than on

Aetailed subobjectives (of which there were many), the average preteSt s.cOre

of 11:5 out of 25 (46% entry knowledge) and posttest score of 12.5 (50% exit.
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knowledge) gives the didactic aspects of the exhibit a low teaching power of

7%* There are, unfortunately, no standards against which to relate such a

finding, although the author's experience would suggest that such a result

is at least typical of, if not actually better than, that found for many

didactic exhibits.

But it is not the average performance of exhibits in general that is of

concern here; it is the potential of MIHE to achieve much more of its criti-

cal mission than it does that should be the motivation behind-the willing-

ness to evalicAte and the desire to make changes based on that evaluation.

Finally, it must be noted that the vast majority (80%) of the 157

visitors to MIHE. who were interviewed left the exhibtt'feeling that their

'time had been well spent. The'two films in general, and the second one-in

particular,'were shown to be utremely effective in holding the attention

of viewers. The Marsh.was an outstanding attraction to mahy viewers,

especially those at the higher educational levels. Furthermore, the essen-

tial message of MIHE is understood, albeit for the most part in a rather

simplistic way, by 80% of the visitors in the sample. .These.are impressive

findings., ones that show a.high degree 6f skill in conceptualizing and

designing an exhibit that has 4 complex and unpleasant (even frightening)

message to deliver. That this, message could be delivered more effectiVely

to more people is the basic conclusion of this study. Specific requirements

were identified by means of which such_positiVe changes could be made. That

such changes will be made is an issue that must be addressedty others within

the context of their own needs-, priorities'and resources.

The exhibit had the potential to raise the, pretest score 54%--from 46% to

100%; It'actually raised it 4%, 'or 7% of its potential gain.-
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A-1

. Posttest Interview Items

(Ask permission to write their comments down and tell them there are no
right or wrong answers--"what we want is your own opinion and reactions.")

1. What was your overall reaction to the exhibit you just saw?

2. Tell me what you think the basic messaoe of the exhibit was?

3. Is there anything you personally feel you will do as a result of seeing

the exhibit? (Probe to get specifics to the extent possible.)

4. What was the main poinf of the_first film you saw--the one about nature?

5. What was the main point of the second film you saw?

6. Did you see this sculpture?
What was its Message?

7. Did you see-the two plows?
What do you think the idea was in showing these two plows?

8. Did you'see this statement-in the exhibit anywhere.? (Hand.person Paton

:quote: "Keep it, guard it, care for it, for it keeps men, guards Men,

cares for men. Destroy'it and-man is destroyed.")

What does the statement meam to you?

9. Was there one special thing or part of the exhibit that you found par-

ticularly intereSting? (Probe,for.reasons if answered affirmatively.)

10. Was there anything that you didn't like or understand? (Probe) What

did you like least? (Probe)

END OF INTERVIEW
GO TO WRITTEN TEST
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A-2

Answers to Interview Items

Use as much r'oom as needed but try to write only the essential points.
initial response made to a question is the most important and should be
recorded verbatim or nearly so. Write legibly--someone else is going to

read what you write.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6. El Yes

No



7. E] Yes

0 No

8. DYes

Ei No

9.

10.

General Comments

Interviewer's initials:

6 7
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SCORING KEY--OPENENOED QUESTIONS

1. 5 . sery positive, supportive, impressed
4 = positive
3.= neutral
2 = negative
1 = very negative

2. . 5 =.got basic message,very well: noted a number of points

4 . got basic message essence
3 . was unable to say or content only
2 = seemed'to,:miss the point
1 = got the wrong ba"Sic message

3 noted 2 or more things
2 noted 1 thing
1 noted nothjng or vague

.3a: = already-dOing something

4. & 5. 5 = got basic message very well and/or noted more than 1 point

4 = got essence or noted 1 point
3,-. unable to say or vague
2 . missed point somewhat
1 = missed point badly
0 = missed film

6. Yes: 3 = got basic meSSage
2 = did not know or vague
1 = got wrong.message

No: 0

7. Yes: 3 = got basic message
2 = did not know or vague
1 ="got wrong message

No: 0

8. Yes: 3 = got(basic message
2 = did not-know or vague
1 = got wrong message

No: 0

9. a. Everything
b. Sphere of Life
c. 1st film
d. marsh
e. tool maker
f. 2nd film
g. meSsage
h. the Paton quote
j. nothihg in particular

General Comments:

6 8
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10. No answer/Iike everything
b. Sphere of Life
c. Ast film
d. marsh:
e. tool maker
f. 2nd film
g. message
h. Miscellaneous
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0 Pre
0 Post

Questionnaire

B-1

How do you feel about the natural world.we live in? The 1)rm below will
allow you to express your feelings about this subject. Here'_, an example
of how to do it. If you would think of NATURE as "exciting" y1yu would put
a mark here,

Exciting X X X Dull,

If neither "Exciting" nor °dull," or both, here

If "dull'," here

."Somewhat exciting" or ".somewhat dull" would be Indicated by marking either
of the other Spaces.

Now, do this for the ideas about natgre shown below. Put down only one
mark for each idea.

I think of NATURE as:

Living

Complex

Not valuable

Beautiful

Orderly

Unimportant

Limited

Dead

Simple

Valuable

Ugly

Disorderly

Important

Unlimited

1,:x.sawNostow.s.asimair

9
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B-2

The statements given below reflect a variety of positions on important
issues, and we would44ke to get your own personal feelings and reactions'
to them. There are no right or wrong answers--this is not a "test."
Simply select the statement that best reflects your own feelings and opinions
by Tutting an X in one box. Don't go back to change any of your Xs. Your
first reactions are the ones.we want! If you don't understand the state-
ment or any of the words used in the statement, ask,for help.

1. We can continue, for many years to come, to use the\earth's natural
resources the way we have without running intO a serious prOblem.

,

, Strongly Strongly
0 Agree .0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Disagree

I

/

2. Questions aid issues relating to ecology and the environment are too
complicated for the average person to understand.

.Strongly
CiAgree 0 Agree 0_Disagree

\
.

1 ,

3. Etonomic growth and the productiOn of material goods and wealth are the J.

best Indication of our country'S 41ea1th," and.they will continue:to be
so in the forseeable future.

if

Strongly
0 Disagree

Strongly Strongly
CI Agree 0 Agree 0 Disagre 0 Disagree.

4.. *Human population growth is not' really a serious p oblem. There will be
Tlenty of focid and other resources to MeetIthe needs of future genera-
tions, however large they may be.

Strongly ,
.

Strongly
0 Agree .

0 Agree 0 Disagree 0.Disagree

. Man has learned to control and manipulate nature; nature ,does not have
a similarly strong influence on what man can do.

Strongly Strongly
0 Agree 0 Agree 0 isagree 0 Disagree

. .

1

, :

6. jt is very 1-ikely that we Will have to change our way of life.id.the
U. S. in' my lifetime.

-:-:

Strongl.v . Strongly
0 Agree 0 Agree .0 Disagree' Fl Disagree

.

,

7. The amoUnt of food an.d'Ainerals available:to support life on earth is
actually unlimited since nature has developed complex systeMs.for prts-
ducing new sources of these things,

0 Agree 7 0 apisagree

- , ,



B-3

8. Energy from the sun is never lost since it is converted to food and then
passes from one organism to another through a cycle of eating and being
eaten.

0 Agree 0 Disagree

9. A given habitat.in nature (like a forest) 6an support almost unlimited-
numbers of living things.because of the Constant cycling of'food and
minerals.

'0 Agree 0 Disagree

10. Man, through his superior intellect, has learned,to improve on nature
itselfhe can 'groWbigger tomatoes, produce more food per acre, con-

-trol.pests, keep food from Spoiling, etc., etc.., This ability to' maniL-
. pulate the natural world to help man',-:ind is improving.dayty day.and is
one-biThan's,supreme accoMplishments.

Strongly
aAgree 0 Disagree

StrOngly
0- Agree. 0 Disagree

11. The.essential ingredients for life to exist on earth'are:

0 water andgreen-plants
0 dead matter and live' matter
Fl plants and animals
1_1 energy from the suni-mineral.nutrients, and water

12: The term.food chain" refers.to:

13 the way an aniMal cein make use of a variety of different kinds of,-
food

Ca the way nutrientS are passed along from cne living thing t.o another
througha.cycle of eating and being eaten

E] the waY plants can tranSform the suns energy into food for animals
0 the waY-dead matter is. brOken down by.bacteria into food for larger

animals.

.13: As man's technological-skills-have inereased over the centuries, man's
energy requirements have actually decreased,

_

Strongly .

.Strongly
0 Agree E3 Agree D Disagree E3. Disagree..

14.' A. huge and healthy wheat field in Kansas is a good example of nature at)
itsbest.

. Strongly
Agree . Ej Agree D Disagree

7 1
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B-4

15. A referendum is coming up in your community that asks u to vote on a
transfer of funds from a new highway project to an im oved transit
system. Both the highway and the public transit lin would serve your
.area. You have a car and drive to work on an old d inadequate road.
How would you vote?

0 Transfer the funds to transit.

0 Don't transfer the funds and build the ght4a.;.

16. The mayor of your small but prosperous comm nity wants to launch a public .

relations program designed to attract more'heavy industry to the area
so that more jobs are available and the c'mmunity can grow: A group

'of people are against this effort since he city has,no pollution control

laws and new heavy industry would be a 1ource of air and water pci

for years to come. The local newspaper says ,"Nonsense-- - -eu to grow

now, to bring in new money and thus sti ula entire community."

One of the people opposing the mayor's ction comes to yOuThouse. and
asks you to sign a petition. This petition ,4ould be sent to the city
government asking them to delay the mayor's program until a study is
done on the effects of heavy industry on the environment. 'Would you

sign this petition?

ELYes 0 N

1 2



.0

0 Post

Demographic Items

(Given at end of pretest and posttest,)

One.More thing. We wOuldlike to get a few facts about you:so that We can
relate your answers to ,thOse of other peoPle we will e interviewing.

1. Education (highest level) Ej Elementary

O High School (some)

0 High School (completed)

-Major area of stUdy: Ej College (some)

Ej College, B.A.

0 College, M.A.

Ej College, Ph.D. & above

Special training or course work in natural history, environmental/
ecological concerfts, (e.g., pollution, population), biology?

No 0 , Yes

. Present ocCupation:

. Where do you live:

What:

When:

Where:

C-1

O Chicago

Ej Chicago stiburbs

O Other:

7 3
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Are you here: '0 Al one

With family1(#

El With friends (#

6. Why did you come to this exhibit: (Read Answers)

Have you been to this exhibit before? E] Yes 0 o

O you just happened to see it in passing.

E] You saw it announced as you came in the museum.

O You read about it somewhere:

O You saw it on television.

EJ A friend told you about it.

. Age:.

8. 0 Male

O Female

9. Ethnicity: D White 0 Black Spanish:Speaking

0 Other:

10. (Posttest only) How long in exhibit?

- Day of week

Time of day

(POsttest only) Visitor Density: O verycrowded

O f.1r1Y crowded

D not very crowded

Interviewer's initials:

ATTACH TO'PRE OR' POST
QUESTIONNAIRE FORM
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Observation Study Form

Demographic Data

The following'information must be'recorded fOr each person observed,
whether static observation or Moving observation:

1. 1-1 Male 0 Female.

2. Age estimate:

E3 16-20 0 21-30 0 31-50 0 50+

3. Ethnicity:

El White 0 Black D. Spanish-speaking 0 Oriental

4. 0 Single visitor

El With family (#

0 With friend's (#

Condition of exhibit area:

0 Very crowded E3 Fairly crowded 0 Not very crowded

6.1 rime of day:

Eli AM ID PM (til1 5:,00) 0, Evening ( fter 5:00)

7. Day of week:

8. Did person know he was'being observed?

El Yes

0 No
0 Maybe

Observer's initials:

ATTACH TO OBSERVATION FORM

75
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Male:

Female:

Young:
(16 - 20)

Young adult:
(21 - 30)

Adult:
(31 - 50)

Older Adult:
(51 & up)

With group:

Alone:

Refusal Form

(Tally next to each category)

Day of week: Mbnday Tuesday

Wednesday,: Thursday

Friday Saturday.

Sunday

Time of day:

P.M.

A.

.(until 5:00)

Evening

If reason given, write down:

IntervieWer's initials:

(continue on back)

.7 6
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Obtaining the Sample and Testing Procedures

I. When crowded: A spot on the floor is used to select interviewees.
When person steps on spot, approach for an,,interview. Exception:

Children who-appear to be under the age of 16. If in doubt, aSk age.

When not crowded: Select the nth person who approaches or leaves the
exhibit. (Every third, fourth,'etc. You will be told what number to

use )

2. Your museum badge should be visible.

3. Say something like: Hello. I'm a member of the staff here at the
museum; we want to learn more about the people who come to see us.
I have a few questions I would like to ask you--it will take about 15
minutes, and for thOse who agree to participate, we have a small gift
showing our appreciation.

(If refused, fill out Refusal Form. If accepted, go on.

Fine. Come with me where we can sit down.

If.interviewee is part of a group, ask the others to please wait "outside"
the testing area.

4. POST ONLY: Ask permission to write down answers to oral questions.'
If refused, explain why it is necessary, let'them choose gift'and
terminate interview.

. PRE & POST: Hand"person Questionnaire and a pencil,.

Say : Please complet this form for Us. If you 'don't understand the
instructions; or some of the words used in it, don't hesitate--
to'ask me for help..

A. Monitor progress, If taking too long, ask'if,person needs help.

7. When finished, coMplete DeMographic Data Form and attach Questionnaire.

8. Let person select gift and thank herm for herm cooperation;
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CODE: L = looking at pictures/objects

R = reading label copy

T = talking
= reading questions (Reading Rail )

P = pointing
G = glancing

= exit exhibit

F Peel

sphere
of life

OBSERVATION
FORM
NO. ONE

Static Moving

Eli

8

theater no. 1
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CODE: L = looking at pictures/Objects
R = reading label copy

= talking
reading questions (Reading Rail)

p = pointing
G = glancing

®= enit exhibit

OBSERVATION
FORM
NO. TWO

0 Static Moving

_ I
11.11W

t..11-1'14c4Ft cYCL-E

10

,PM11.

MARSH
TOTAL
TIME:

Walk thru
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EXHIBIT
TOTAL
TIME:

Do Data Fo-m



OBSERVATION
FORM
NO. THREE

PHOTOS PLOW

MEDIEVAL
PLOW

CODE: L = looking at pictures/objects

= reading label copy
I =m|kin8

= reading questions (Readiog Rail)

P = pointing
G = glancing

0= exit exhibit
4-'ec

FLINT.
CHOPPER

atanearemi

Walk thru

EXHIBIT
TOTAL
TIME:

Do Data Form

-ritilE
IP

-

-I

THAE .

OUT'

THEATER
TOTAL

theater nO. 2 TIME:

Walk thru
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EXHIB'T
TOTAL
TIME:

Do Data Form



CODE: L looking at pictures/objects

R = reading label copy

T = talking
Q = reading questions (Reading Rail)

P = pointing
G glancing

0 = exit exhibit

if 'feet

Static Li Moving

MESSAGE
TOTAL
TIME:

Walk thru ri
A-17 8 1
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-AP.PENDIX B

Selected Responses to 0

. What was your cmerall reaction to the exhibit you just saw?

Interview Items

*Key:

Ph.D:

Immense; brings some really vital stuff together; increcLble. Wish 39-M-Y*
more focus on Illinois ecosystems rather than Georgia marsh--
perhaps a Lake Michigan marsh; divorcing individual from problems
by having situation far away; reZate it more to immediate environ-
ment; problem may be, needs more research to relate it.

Excellent, well-done--technicatly shows money well spent. Movies 33-M-Y
have good narration and photography. -

Impressed; Ziked presentatin. Not overly biased in any direction. 3341-N
(The variety of responses to same stimulus is fascinating.)

BA

Really good. Didn't bother me that it wasmaking an ethicaZ
statement even though the museum usually doesn't.

Very good--contrast to Museum of. Science and Industry_with i s
emphasis on-"produce, produce."

1

1

= Public needs to.see this. ubject presented. The way it was dis-
played was strange--more 4lm and less exhibit than she expected.

'It was a waste ofspace--: ery.bcd use of space economically.
(Has designed.exhibits.)j

Not very informatiVe; not much content; content doesn't match
package.

T -first two digits indicate the age of respondent.
Middle letters (M, dr F) indicate the sex of respondent.
End letter "Y" means that individual had some exposure to environmental
training or education.
End letter "N".indicates no such exposure.

8 3'
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Some College

'Worthwhile to seemore visual display to reinforce What's shown -21-M-N

1...n movie (except marsh after fir3t film); not much after second
film; not as much. reinfbrcemant. .

-SecOnd film more important.
t-

Films exquisitely photographd. 26F-Y

Liked the different approachmulti-media was refreshing change 19-M-N

from other traditional exhibits.

Complcted High School

No reaction-didn't care fbr itonly saw part of the Movie. 3441-N
(A rare "one.")

2._ Tell me what you think the basic message of the exhibit was?

Ph.D.

.Disparity between bur country and others 'in world. '(The only
low score.so far ?nd_Yrom a Ph.D.! A librarian.)

A -little too preachy--especially films; as fbrmer 'teacher;
never w'uld have..done.-it- that way; message excellent.

Resour es establish population limits and we have to ma e.
choice . H.

'56-F-N

73-F-Y

.The message 'was 'anti-technoZogiCaZ; against population growth: 247M-N
Progress of civilization,.Mankind.
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Some College

We can Wipe Ourselves out really easily.

Take cre of earth. (EXample of a very weak. "4.')

Pan is part of the-world and can't go beyond the means given
by: the wcrl4 (i.e., must recognize limitations). (Example of
a "5:')

8-M-Y

26-F-Y

41-M-N

Better-start changing the earth or you won't have anyone left.. 29-F-N

Turn people on to the environment and problems we have with it, 20-M-N
and )ze alternatives. (A good 5--menticned:alternatives!)-

Completed High School

It.was there to entertain; \to teZZ about life and nature. 23-F-N

Some High School

To tell people we must act to preserve our world. (Not very
elegant--but a 16-year old's way of saying what the basic.
Aessage is.)

We need '10" populatiba growth.

3. Is there anything you personall fedi you will do as a
res'ult of seein the exhibit? Probe to get specifits
to the extent possible.)

/ Ph.D.

One thing: usefilMs ?Or teaching.
fieldj/

He's involved i

16-F-Y

16-M-N

fficultTP6r one individual to resole to change anything. -M-Y

Left with a feeling of hopelessness. Only way to improvement ,

wouldbe.collectively organizing thr,..:vh'citizen action.

Can't think of anything off-hand. ,(A very common "1" response. ) 37-F-Y



BA

Not go through it (exhibit) %.aLn. (Wise guy.), 24-M-N

Noalready aware of the problemgetting tired of hean:)7g 35-F-Y
same Measage:

. .

Some College

No. Not much that I can do. Wi4 recommend exhibit. 26-M-Y_

Com leted Hi h SchoOl

;

Probably,..forget about it. Get caught up in regular life (getting 167-F-Y

jOb, etc.,),- Everyday Zife not conducive\tO this kind of thing,
\

need.to work for AeZf today,, \

Conservation minded; will take aZZ ateps presented but don't
believe two individuals can save world.

No, I wouldn't do anything. 23-F-N

Yes=-mental note: used to Pecycle aZuminum cans and glass, 33-F-N.
stopped, now will start again.

52-M-N

What was the main point of the first film yob saw--the
.one about nature?

Ph.D.

yood chainr-decreasing amount of energy availahl to each level

'in food chain. ° '

e

. What was the main point o second film youlsaw?

Ph.D.

To educate us on ,the history Of man's involvement-in nature.
(One of few who missea. point,).

34-M-N

\

'Relates to item 4: problem of decreaslng bio-energy, if you . 39-M-Y
,

introduce technological energg (DDT) etc., thus increasing
concentrationg in natUre. ,

,



MA

"Americams are gluttons of the world . . . and.we don't.share."
(This.is the second one of these. A hard one to score. But it
is off the.mark.)

BA

Racist and biased opinion o-P population growth. In first case:
Caucasian family wit:'' five generations, then showed third world
cultures (Africa) to be controlled. Classroom scene vas unreal-
i.9tic; only five students; must have been perivate schoolhad\\
one token middle-class Black student.

Some College

37-M-N

25-F-Y
Black

Did not see second_film; was distraced by children Making noise. 2641-N

There are other means of preventing damage rather than polZut on. 387E4
.

(Example 6f.a 3.)

Dvid you see this.scdlpture? 'What was its message?

Ph.D.

Meui-is a predator but one step beyond animals (tooZ),
'(A Ph.D. got it.)

<4.

Man is an animal:Man-has no greater stature in scheme than

any other animal. (A Ph.D. didn't get it.)

,
Passed by because didn't indicate'-anything ne to use in teaching.

Thing most people know is that mi n is fund., ally a predator, but,

in teaching, that is something many s isents lready ;believe; doesn't

force them to change their thinking. In a way, maker; second film

unnecessary. Sculpture'wouldn't verify film if man was a predator in

same.sense.

MA

Aakes you wonder if man is any differerlit from anima7s.1 Also,
shows how.giuttonou.; man is. (Why isn't the lidn "gluttonous?"
The display can re', such simplistic thinking.)

Real-nice; ambiguous; we're not that far away from the rest of
the animal&( They have teeth, we have roci,'s; both coming from
same place. Spreads out from teeth, rock, L.tc (A nice -

statement that captures the essence and gets a 3. Yet, he
. still missed the plow message.)

8'7

B-5

26414

39-MLY'

137-M-N
P

°

25-M-N



BA

Man used tooZs to accomplish a task similar to animals. Man 44-M-N
is different from rest of animal kingdom in that he uses his
brain power more than physical power.

TWo people doing the same thing. (People?) 27-M-Y

Some College

Turned her off (as a vegetarian) as the way man treats animals: 23-F-N
way Zion is acting is natural; man is - a tooZ (to kill)
isn't as natural. (An interesting -N., .loted tool, but in
a negative way.)

Demonstrates beast in man.

Man's i4istinct (survival). Man has progressed beyond animals.

Evolution; early predators,vs. humans uiith tools.
(A difficult one--but probably a 3.1

Man on same level as animal--have we progressed? ( o many ways
of stating wrong message.) -

1

We're similar to animals; both meat eaters; kz:ZZ for food; we're
not as superior to them as we all think.

Completed High School'

Struggle.for Survival-cOuldn'l figureit out.

That man.uses tools, while animals use.what nature gave them;
.man)uas :intelligence tb makelandUse tools. (Doesiit make
him1a higher being?) (His questim Not bad for a 55-year-old
high schotil graduate.) /1

Some Hi gh School--

"Tools; Man, the toolmaker." Mcvl's 4vperiority-to animals.
(He got it!)

(26-F-Y

26-M-Y

19-M-Y

20-M-Y

24-F-N

42-M-N

55-M-N.



7. -Did you see the two plpws? What do _you think the idea
was in showin these two lows?

Ph.D.

Time marches on--shows evolution of science (related to the scuZpture 34.41-N

-which shows evolution of humanity). (Interesting\that he saw an

analogy and that it was misleading.)

As civilization develops, we find technological energy used more and 39_4_y

more, technologica7 interdependence; what it doesn't show, fallacy,

room with marsh to plow production--Zink isn't clear enough. Whole-

social dimension not shockingly presented enough, not showing social,

reZationship to nature.

Increase of technologY. (Another Ph.D. missed it.) 26-F-Y

BA

Now, we're 'industrialized; we can do more, but also are more 24-F-Y

aependent on more raw materials and other parts that keep a plow
working. There is increased production, but photos show how much
more resources needed to build a plow. (A winner!)

Didn't see how they connected, one to the other, or to rest of entire 22-M-Y

exhibit. Possibly meant to show historical develfspment.

To show how man has\used his knowledge to make things more efficient, 27-M-N

second plow being more efyicient. (Typical of those who missed.)
_

Saw oZd one and focused\on that. Did not see modern Plowhad 47-M-N____

expected a more in,d\section on tool development. (Many

missed modern plow.)
H \

,\
$oMe College

\.
Shows modernizatio tool-makIng, :from very simple to cOmplex. 33-M7Y

\
"Humans needed to drtve.ald plows:''' Much 'energy needed for new one. 26-M-Y.

\

Don'tknow, didn't Seem to fit in.

,

How little it took to make first plow and how-complex society is

today./hat goes into making the-secozz-P\ plop).

1

t

,

.

\

Show howproductivity har: increased by mr'n'S\innovations.

19-F4

21-M-N

Show how far wehaveLprogressed. (Very ty-ka 38-F-Y

o9

B-7



No--only saw one on the wolZ. (A common statement.)

Contrast in styles; to ask ourselves a question--which is the

better plow. (Another rare one.)

Placed after sculpture--to show progress--question this after

movie. (How misleading can you get! This is beautiful.)

20-M-N

18-M-Y

20-M-Y

Completed High School

We're growing awful fastdangerously fast. 177-11:-N'

At first I didn!t see that plow--thought it was upside down.' 23-F-N

8. Did:you see this statement in the,,exhibit anwhere?-
(Hand person Paton- quote: "Keep it, guard it, care
for i.t; for it keePs men, guards men, cares for men.
Destray it and man is destrop:d. ) What does the
statement mean to you?

Ph.D.

Different levels: 1st, stewardship of the earth; 2nd level,
implicit; Lext levet:: mysticAs eu ,:ogist, one could say earth

"keeps . . " etc. may be too anthropocentric. Still plao2s us

at center of it; that's the meaning taken to really deal ,

it; hinting at in Message room; some cultures have lived in

balance with nature; not through social systems, but mys;ical
and religious systems; not in near futtlre, but it will e:)olve in

our culture to make idea of statement really work.

9. WaS there one speciarthing or....partiof the exhibit that
you found particularly interestin_g? (Probe for. reasons

if answered affirmatively.Y

39-M-Y

Ph.D.

Salt marshvery intricate, detailed, fine;craftsmanship. Also, 344-N
liked the filmsespecially that they were continuous and seg-

mented so viewers can come and leave at will.

Salt marsh7-had.basic info, questions, exhibit in denter; looked 39-M-Y

'up, down, .eta.; grod ..nteractive proCess.



BA

Marsh; very educational. Liked to answer questions on the
reading rail.

31-F-N

Salt marsh reinforced many of the statements made in first film. 26-F-N
Very informative/educational. But value of it is best only because
it followed film. Wouldn't have meant as much without first fiZm
as background.

Sculpture.

Salt marsh--had interesting reading rail which related to the
very effective model:.

Some. Colle9e

Life cycle; Sphere of Zife. Liked questions and answers.

1

Salt marsh, unexpected, didn't know sulphur cycle Was related
to salt marsh. (Somebody got something out of the-sulphur cycle!

The sculpture; /way man and Zion represent two different things
and yet they are together.

Completed Hio School

,Whole exhibit was spectacular--nothing specifically;.should.be
kept up permanently.

Brochures good.

10. Was fire-re an thing:that you didn't ,like or understand?.
What did you like Jeast?

I
(Probe)

Ph.D.

30-F-N

29-F-1\1_

21-F-Y

20-M-N

35-F-N

Too simplistic; too idealistic, short-sighted solutions. 38-M-Y

Sv7phur cycle was new to him, good to see, never had a real,- 3941-Y
covo'se inrecology; feeling most of it out. Understands Zot of
social systems (plow room) but thinks that eezibit doesn't Zead
to sociaZ basis of that room: Of the fiZms, only, one gets you to

think about social institutions. Of sckooling: 'seeing kids asking
questions in film, much too weak, cct ost voided. So, why not use //

film time to say how many kids should a woman have rather than
couZd have. Relatonships were presented. Happy to hear part
about U. S. using the most resources, more than they need- comes
back to sculpture. As image: says people are predators, ctz2ng

enough image at end to help people wot :gth nature rather than

function as predators.

B-9



MA

Sulphur cycle, bacteria. Didn't like message; wasn't dramatic
enough. (Several have noted this as week and/or_not very
interbsting. Most people ignore it.) -/

EXcessive editorsalizing in fiPhs and whole thing too message-
oriented.

Message from cultures could have been expanded. Seemed a let-down
after impact of second film.

Brevity; lack of more illustrative material; didn't like dark
tunnels.

GZass case sn first room (Sphere of Life)--not sure it tied in to
everythingiin particular to him; seemed disjointed to the rest of
the exhibit. (This was often said of the plows, not too often
about sphe e.

The .'imess ges from other...cultures" should have been more explici
(A real." rend" in this direction.)

BA

41.

..,

Didn't g ve guidelines on specific actions each person can do--

doesn't 4ucceed in leaving public with, a concrete sense of

Commitme ..t. -
,

ActuaZ lint instead of plastic; flint is cold; rather than

warm Zi e plastic.

Message from other cuZtures--it had aZZ been said before--a waste

spac .in the exhibit.

Messag s from othe cilture s lacks infbrmation and continuity

-with r st of exhibl t

SaZt m rsh--too 'artificial. "My 4-year old could tell that the

water was artificiaZ . . ." (Only negative so far. Some people

are n ver satisfied.)

She as Quite willing to participate, and interested in the idea

behiijd the exhibit. But she was clearly disturbed and annoyed by

seco filM. She said that by,showing third worldicountries as

pcorf and hungry, it impZied that they were the ones whose popula-

tio would be controZZed first; She noted that as the film

eh vs the economicscfAfrica,the poor needed more family members

to Isurvive.

2

43-M-N

34-M-Y

33-M-Y

47-M-N

63-M-Y

37-M-N

,26-F-N

36-F-Y

57-F-N

22-M-Y

32-F-N

28-F-Y
Black



BA (cortinued)

Films not good
. qualityseemed blu2awe, seats uncomfortable.

"Messages from cult.ures"--almost missed it, "didn't get the
message." PlowS--Aat was the point of tneir being there
at an?

30-F-N

visu:77, crap is waste of time and space 35-F-Y

Steps in theater need better lighting. (Can trip getting to 38-F-Y

your seat.)

Mseum needs to sell itself more--need more advertising that
the exhibit is here. Seems to attract those already aware of
environment problems; must wo:- in drawing the unaware pub1ic.
(Good point.)

Sone College

Chairs are uncomfortable'in theaters.

Museum couZd add some info on practoal. guidelines on what each

individual can actually do to remec',ry our situation.

Second film was SpliCed poorly, skipped a section and cut into a

new,.unreZated scene; made him lose interest.

Portion of film that advocated ZPG loaF; distastefUl to him.

Sphere of Zife--confusing-L"too much is going on at once."

Everything was very clear-except at entrance. No directional sign

clearly displayed. Didn't know there was more to eAibit beyond

sphere of life.

Understood everything. Didn't like plows; suck me as odd.

Didn't like sphere of lifeleast interesting part.-

Missed seein/ g the ptows--so could;have exhibited them more

prominently. '

Too short--expecting more machinery. Should have shown more

technological progress--have beenl to museum.before and expected

exhibit to be more typicaZ of Fielld stylemore things to see/Play

with. (This guy was in "wrong museum?)

,/

9

44-M-N

18-F-Y

20-F-Y

38-F-Y

20-M-Y7,

2-F-Y

. 197M-N

2p-M-Y-



Completed High School

Last exhibit a let-down. Not enough informationcould have 65-F-N

toM a.r:.7.4t more cultures..

Spere of life didn't cor .L:Jross. Didn't .describo 7.)-nat it 42-M-N

wao trying to Fay'.

Some High School

Would like better descripti.on of last piece; the three small 16-M-N

sculptures, trinkets from other cultures were disappoi:ting--
no description of why, they were there.

Sphere of life (too complex); too many planes--confusing. '16-M-N

General Comments:

Connect last rooms withreferences to same ideas in other parts 39-11-Y

ofmuseum would be helpful. Look at weakness of OUP cultures,

'not only others.

As member of museum, receive u:agasine whieTz is factual; 73-F-Y

whereas films too preachy for a produL.,-t cf this museum..

bit\

Pelt the exhibit dealt with a worn-out subject.

Very vehement woman. Ver ry about space wasted for area of

exhibit. Thought films e be shown on small vi,ewing column.

Did not like the fact that other exhibits were moved to baPement.

Thought survey was stupid/disorganLzed. Waste of money on

carpeting.

35-F-Y

. Some College

Saidexhibit affected her .but wasn't.yet sure what she might do. 24-F-N

,("Sleeper effect")

The subject has seeil exhibit several times; brought friends to 19-FN

see-it today.


